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TRANSCRIPT ONE

The Testimony of John Todd Collins

Transcript from Tape

Introduction by the Preacher:

John is from the family line of Collins that brought witchcraft to Salem Mass. His occult name was Lance Collins. John was initiated into a witch coven at thirteen years of age, became a High Priest then at eighteen, joined the Military and served in the Special Forces known as the Green Berets. His IQ tested at 175 and I could go on and on reading many things about him but I think the most Glorious event in his life and I am sure he would agree and I am thankful that this happened, John was saved through the witness of a faithful Pastor, Rev. Jack Tiller and the ministries of the Castle Hills Baptist Church in San Antonio, Texas. I am so glad that he was saved and brought out of that which he was in, AMEN...(response...AMEN), and we thank the Lord especially for that tonight.

It is a GREAT Honor and a GREAT Joy to introduce to our Congregation Bro. John Todd, and I am sure what he is going to say tonight will be enlightening, challenging and he is going to speak to all of our hearts. Let's give him a real good open door and a Chambersburg welcome, shall we? (response...Loud Applause 10 secs)

--()--

John Todd

(Dialogue Begins)

One thing I would like to say before I get started. It never seems to fail that when I am done a few of my brothers and sisters in the Lord have FEAR in their HEARTS! There is NO reason to have FEAR in your HEART. Seems like every time we talk about the ENEMY Christians become afraid rather than serve up fighting mad! So I just ask that if you have this fear in your heart when this is over, that you just simply get in your prayer chain or up front or someplace with the Lord and discuss the matter with Him. There is NOTHING to be AFRAID of when it comes to the DEVIL! He was DEFEATED 2000 years ago. That's why I am here! He was DEFEATED 2000 years ago! I think the thing that made me the most mad when I got saved was that I served somebody since a child, for over 20 years, that was DEFEATED 2000 years ago. And I guess the only reason that I served him was I didn't realize who he was till I got saved. It took that enlightenment. Brother Barry preached this morning on the Devil blinding God's peoples eyes and just the worlds eyes. Take it for a FACT! He can do it. For 20 some years I served him as a PRIEST and a HIGH PRIEST and later as a GRAND DRUID and had many thousands of people serving him under me. And never ONCE did I even realize who I serving.

There were many things that I learned in witchcraft, I am not going to tell you what they were, but there were many things that I learned and many things that I taught as a standard teaching in witchcraft. As you go through apprenticeship or as you go through what we call the 'Outer Court', you are told to do things. You DON'T ASK WHY you do them! If you do ask why you do them they tell you that you are being naughty, that you shouldn't ask, mainly because they don't know!

I never did know why I was doing the things I was doing or why I was teaching the things that I was teaching. They worked, so we did them.

After I got saved, it took SALVATION for me to find out why they worked. And I guess after knowing that, there is no way you can go back from what you came out of.

Very quickly tonight. Well it can't be very quickly, but I'll try. I want to give my testimony and then I want to turn it over for questions and answers. I've learned the hard way after 5 years it's normal for me to say the things that I say but it is ASTOUNDING for you to listen to them. And I realize that when the meeting is over that many things I say are strange to Christians. Most of you grew up in Christian homes or even if you were in the world you were not very close to what I was into. So when I say things, to me, they are everyday things. I guess that is why we have such a successful ministry with
the people on drugs and the people in the occult because they have tried to tell Christians for years
the things they have been into and the things they have experienced and they look at them like they
are 'Crazy' and I come along and I say, 'Oh, Oh sure I'll listen to ya'. I've been there! I know the same
things. And I will sit there and I will listen and they find it very outstanding that I believe them because
I have experienced them too. So I don't gasp at somebody when they tell me that they have seen
demons or floated things through the air or received answers on Ouija Boards or made people do
their own will by spells, I was there, I know it is so, but at the same time I know how weak it is
compared to what I have now. I have told witches across the United States, we went to St. Paul when
they were going to have their convention this year, which they called off, they are having it right now
in Washington D.C...this is the last night of it. And it was in all the front pages of the newspapers
down there. Christians across the United States say, 'You don't really expect us to believe that
witches are that organized', NO! They've just got Senators and Congress- men and top witches down
there all in one convention. They are not that organized, not at all!

But anyway we were there and many witches came up to me and asked me why I would become a
Christian. See, witches have the opinion that either Christians are the most evil things that ever lived
or they are the most foolish people that ever lived. They wanted to know why I would become a
Christian. I said 'because I am more powerful now than I was when I was a witch', that's not the
reason, but I said it in words that they would understand. They couldn't grasp that. I know how they
feel. When I was in witchcraft I never considered Christianity until the night I got saved.

I never once considered it was an answer. I never considered that Jesus was an answer and that the
things in the Christian Church were foolish at the least and dangerous at the most, and I guess that
they are dangerous to witchcraft. But to explain what I am talking about very quickly.

I come from a family called the Collins' some of them, on this side of the Atlantic Ocean from England,
have changed their name to Todd, back prior to the Civil War. But that doesn't say that all Collins' are
Todds' or this family that I come from. But this family brought witchcraft to the United States. I was in
Philadelphia the other night, and I don't understand what it's all about, but after I left there, the
newspaper decided that their greatest campaign would be against me. Many things that I said in my
testimony they said that they checked out and were not so. Funny we checked them out and they still
were so! Like many things that I will mention tonight. We even went as far as to say that witchcraft
started outside of Salem Mass. and even named the Bay that the witches landed, after the Head
Witch, my ancestor Francis Collins, and the newspaper said that place didn't exist. We looked at the
map and it's still there. We don't understand quite what they were up to but I guess they confused
enough people to disregard us. We were wondering when people were going to get around to this, but
anyway.

I come from the Collin's family. And just because this is outside of Salem, let me quickly remind you
that no witches were executed in Salem! There will be a book coming out shortly on this from Chick
Publications.

Except for one prostitute, everyone executed in Salem were Christians. And they were tried and
convicted by a jury and by a Pastor who was not a Pastor he was a Slave Trader hired by the Collins',
the Church was built by the Collins' and the jury were all members of the Collins' Church. Needless to
tell they weren't Christians. They were Witches!

--()--

To go on, so I don't confuse you too much, since I have already destroyed your High School History
Lesson. I have a habit of doing that. I will destroy more than that before the night is over.

But, when I was a youngster, I started practicing witchcraft. I really cast my first spell when I was
about eight, and I started studying for the Priesthood when I was thirteen. I was asked to join the
'Outer Court' of the Coven there in Columbus, Ohio, where I grew up, and at fourteen I was initiated. I
would like too add this before I go on. When the service is over I will be glad to talk with any MASON
present. And I will compare my INITIATION to WITCHCRAFT, Word for Word, Action for Action, with
yours! They are IDENTICAL without change!!! And I will be glad to discuss this matter with you.
After that, at eighteen, I was initiated a High Priest. This made me the 'Ruling Pastor', more or less. See, in witchcraft, the church is a little different. ONLY THE MINISTERS MEET, and THEY MEET ONCE A MONTH! The CONGREGATION does not even KNOW WHO IS IN IT! They only go to their particular Priest and ask for a FAVOR. They NEVER COME TOGETHER.

But uhhhh... At eighteen I was made 'The High Priest', and that made me DRAFT EXEMPT from the U.S. Army, or from the U.S. Military Service because all of the denominations, or Brotherhoods of witchcraft are Federally recognized TAX DEDUCTIBLE CHURCHES, AND THEREFORE THEIR MINISTERS DO NOT HAVE TO SERVE! We received 4D Status, but a lot of us at that time thought it was important to get witchcraft started at the different military bases, so we ENLISTED ANYWAY! That was in 1968. When I was Discharged in 1970, there was a COVEN at EVERY MILITARY BASE IN THE U.S. AND EUROPE OF ALL FOUR OF THE BRANCHES OF SERVICE! So IT GROWS very quickly!

I served in Vietnam, came back and re-enlisted for six years, and served thirty days of my six year term, went to Germany for that time, and up until this time I thought that witchcraft was just like being a BAPTIST or being a CATHOLIC, IT WAS A RELIGION! I didn't realize there was anything to it except 'Witchcraft'! And this is where MOST Witches are at. In fact at this time I believed in a GODHEAD System of GODS and GODDESSES. And I believed in it Very Devoutly! I had been raised in it all my life! I believed in Psychic Powers and that's ALL I BELIEVED IN.

I was there in Germany one night after taking some drugs and doing a lot of drinking and I got into a 'Shootout' in the middle of downtown Stuttgart with an Officer! The Officer got killed. Now the Army has a strict No-No about shooting officers. They don't like it. So, they placed me in solitary confinement and there I am waiting for Levinworth more or less. We had already offered a plea to the judge that I would plead guilty if he would give me thirty years and call it quits, and he tore it up and laughed at us. So I was pretty sure what was in for me and I just sat there. Eventually, through a riot that had happened at the stockade just a few days prior, and a man being placed in solitary confinement along with me and then released from the stockade, I got word out back to the United States by phone, the predicament that I was in. I had been in Germany such a little time that I hadn't had a chance to start a Coven at Stuttgart and I had no way of getting the word out.

But the man placed a phone call to Los Angeles, collect, to my foster mother, and told her the predicament I was in. Now all I asked him to tell her was to cast a spell on the jury so they would think I was a real nice person, and that's all I thought they would do. Now I have seen spells work like this many times, I have seen them work recently many times in courts, but I was not expecting what took place.

About three days after the man made the phone call my cell door opened. And there stood A Senator, A U.S. Congressman, a couple of Generals and an Honorable Discharge. The Honorable Discharge gave no reason as to why I was being discharged. I just had an Honorable Discharge like I had served all my time. I had all my time and rank and grade. Even a Top Secret Security clearance. I was told that my Court Martial records had been destroyed and that my military file would be placed with a Top Secret Security Clearance so that nobody could get into it. That was the end of it!

The Senator and the Congressman left, and I went to Fort Dix and filed the rest of my papers and stuff and headed for Columbus, Ohio, scratching my head the whole time, wondering what type of spell was so good that it had Senators and Congressmen doing it's bidding! I still didn't catch on to what was going on. So I arrived in Ohio and I began asking questions the day I arrived there and I was told that they had been expecting me and gave me an envelope with a one way, first class ticket to Kennedy Airport in New York City, $2,000.00 for spending money, and I was to get on the next flight and they would make a phone call and tell THEM I was coming. That was fine except I wanted to know who 'THEM' were! They said that I would find out when I arrived. So I got on the plane, took off, landed at Kennedy, and sure enough somebody was waiting to meet me. A person that I had read his books, I had thought was one of the greatest 'Wizards'(Mel Witches) that had ever lived and very privileged that I could be staying with him and learning more about witchcraft from him.

Now I gave his name, which I am going to give in a minute, in Philadelphia last Sunday night. I even gave his job at the time that I was staying with him. The newspaper and everybody else said they called the University he was supposed to be working for and the University denied he had ever been
there. Funny, I used to sit in his classes in the University! THEY HAVE A WAY OF COVERING THINGS UP!

He has his own College now, for witches, his name is Dr. Raymond Buckland and at that time he was head of the Anthropology department at Columbia University, although Columbia University would like to say he never existed! But I learned with him for awhile and learned a little more in Maryland and went to California and studied some more. During this process I began to learn what most witches don't know. And that is, the Gods they have been Worshipping Don't Exist!

That they are imitated by what we call 'Familiar Spirits' or 'Spirit Guides', Demons, (witches don't like to call them Demons, they like to call them 'Spirit Guides'), and that THERE IS ONLY ONE GOD, AND THAT GODS' NAME IS LUCIFER!

Now this was a SHOCK to me since I was raised to believe that the DEVIL DID NOT EXIST! You see, WITCHES are NOT SATANISTS. They DON'T BELIEVE IN SATAN! And it was quickly explained to me that LUCIFER was a GOOD GOD and NOT an EVIL GOD, and that JESUS CHRIST was THE IMITATOR!

So, Uhhhh, I learned and I learned many things both of witchcraft and I also learned why the Senators and the Politicians were there. They were there because WE WERE THE RELIGION OF A POLITICAL ORGANIZATION CALLED THE ILLUMINATI

I was told ALL about the Illuminati and it's history. I was schooled in the things that it had done and the things that it was going to do, and the things I was going to do. Before I go on, if I can have the lights dimmed in here and the Pastor will give me a hand, I want to show a few things that will help explain.

I didn't make these, Bro. Barry made them, and I think they have a lot to be desired. I don't know if you can see them or not. The thing you see up here is on the back of your ONE DOLLAR BILL, and what it is, is the 'Seal of the Illuminati'. America tells us that it is the reverse side of the 'Great Seal of the United States. The only problem is that the United States has never sealed one document with it, ever, and never intends to. It was in existence before the United States was in existence. I invite you, if you know your Latin, to look at your dollar bills later and down at the bottom, you will see some Latin. It says, 'This New Order that began in 1776'. That means not the fourth of July, but May 1, 1776, the creation day of the Illuminati!

It consists of three Pyramids and a Sphinx which I will go through very quickly. We have put a few blocks on there. There are hundreds of blocks in each Pyramid. This is the Political organization which is the middle Pyramid. The first Pyramid consists of blocks which represent some of it's Political and Police organizations that they use. We put up ones that mainly concern the United States. On the top of each Pyramid you will see a 'Capstone' with an 'Eye' in it. The 'Capstone' is the Rothschild family, or Tribunal that rules the Illuminati, they were the Creators of it. The 'Eye' is Lucifer their God, and their Voice. The first three top blocks are on every Pyramid. The top block is what I was initiated to, the Council of Thirteen called the Grand Druid Council. They only take orders from the Rothschilds and nobody else. They are their PRIVATE PRIESTHOOD!

The Council of Thirty Three is directly under them. That is the Thirty Three highest Masons in the World. The Council of Five Hundred is some of the wealthiest people in the world. I could honestly say the five hundred richest people and 'Conglomerates in the World'. And that is their 'Real Power' as I will show you in a minute.

This is the politics. I don't think you can see much of the writing, but this is the organizations of witchcraft. The Golden Dawn is the fourth block up there, which is the Rothschild private Coven. The Aquarian Arts Festival is the organization that ties all of the occult brotherhoods together in St. Paul. The Wicca Church of America, I was a member of. The Church of All Worlds is located in St. Lewis(these are denominations like Northern Baptist, Southern Baptist, Independent Baptist). The National Council of Churches. The Satanic Brotherhood of America. Scientology. Unity is the main platform for witches to be speakers at toward to what they consider Christian people.
The Church of Wicca is another denomination located in Greenfield, N.C. Aquarian Anti-defamation League is an organization that was formed by one of the Grand Druids, Isaac Boniwitz, and the American Civil Liberties Union. It's purpose is to pass laws and to sue Christian Churches in Federal Court for defaming witches and the occult, and they have been winning millions of dollars in Federal Court.

The Process Church of the Final Judgment is a Church that Charles Manson belonged to and I was also a member of it and they believe in Human Sacrifice and they believe that the only answer to Christianity is to bomb the Churches and execute the Christians. The Garnarian Brotherhood is the traditional witchcraft in England. The Order of the Rose Cross (another word for it is Rosicrucian) they are a Human Sacrifice Order. The Holy Order of the Garter is another traditional English witchcraft group.

I don't know if you can see this, but this is the most important one. This is the "Power of the Illuminati"! Without the Sphinx, the Mystery of the Illuminati would have no power. This is where all of its power comes from. If you notice the head of it is the Rothschild family and the Council of Five Hundred. Under that, the Rockefellers, DuPont, Kennedys, Onassis and other families. Queen Julianne is also on the Council of Five Hundred. Over in the center is it's 'Heart'! The Bank of England, the Bank of France, the Federal Reserve Bank. Most people think that the Federal Reserve Bank is a Government organization. IT IS NOT! It has NOTHING to do with the Government of the United States.

It is a STOCK HOLDER OWNED COMPANY BY INDIVIDUALS! Most of the Stock is own by NON-AMERICANS! Ninety percent of it!


We tell Christians across the United States that you cannot shop any day of the week, house wives and husbands cannot shop without buying from a company that the Illuminati owns! IT IS IMPOSSIBLE!

About twelve years ago Philip Rothschild ordered one of his mistresses to write an 1100 page book that would describe to all witches how they would take control of the world through the Illuminati. It was called Atlas Shrugged. One of the things in it is happening on the front pages of the newspapers across the United States right now. In fact it spent 1/3 of the book describing how they would raise the oil prices and later destroy the oil fields and then they would also completely shut down the coal. That was written twelve years ago. It also described how they would blow up grain mills and how they would de-rail trains.

Their sole purpose is to BANKRUPT THEIR OWN COMPANIES AND DESTROY THEIR OWN COMPANIES UNTIL THEY DESTROY THE CURRENCY OF THE ENTIRE WORLD AND STILL BE SO FINANCIALLY STRONG THAT THEY WOULD WITHSTAND IT.

Now to get back to my testimony while everyone gets their breath!

I know you thought you were going to hear a lot about spell casting and spooky ghosts but I surprised you. I have something more spooky to tell you.

Anyway, as I learned all this and I was taken up to Colorado Springs, outside of Norad Center, about a mile away in the same location, and placed through an initiation for this Council of Thirteen. And then I moved to San Antonio, Texas, where I lived until I was Saved, and ruled the thirteen State area that I had from there. When I was saved I had 5000 covens totaling 65000 initiated Priests and Priestesses. That's just the ministers, not the congregations. So it is quite large. This State wasn't one of them. This State is run by Mrs. Buckland, but Ohio was one of them so it is close enough.

I lived there until I was saved Labor Day of '72', and what led to my SALVATION, was this.
The Grand Druids meet EIGHT times a year on the 'Witches Sabbath' at various locations in the world. I hosted the last meeting that I attended, it was held in San Antonio at the Casino Building. A courier from the London Embassy, a member of our State Department, brought a 'Sealed Courier Pouch', so immigration couldn't touch it, to the meeting and left it. It had never been opened from the time it had been sealed at the London Embassy. Dr. Buckland cut the seal on it and took out SIX letters that had been sealed with this ILLUMINATI CREST! The first FOUR were just business. Money we were to pay here and there and so on. Actually the Grand Druid Council is nothing but GLORIFIED BANKERS! They write MILLIONS of DOLLARS worth of CHECKS to people in POLITICAL and RELIGIOUS fields every Month.

The last two letters led me to want to get out!

I had, as a child, accidentally attended a few Sunday School classes because I had nothing better to do. During those classes I heard about the Book of Revelation and a few things in it, which was very strange being back in the early 60s to hear anything like this. At least in the particular kind of Church I was going to, it was kinda liberal. So I had a little background of what the Christians felt was in their Bible. I thought it was FOOLISH, but I had a little background.

Now I always kind of snickered, even though I was part of setting up a 'World Government', I snickered that it was ever going to happen, that we were serious, it was kind of a little GAME that we were playing. As long as the Rothschilds had all the MONEY to SPEND on our PLANS, we went ahead and spent their MONEY!

So I never took it seriously until I opened the LAST TWO LETTERS!

Now in the first letter that we opened of those LAST TWO, was a CHART! In that CHART, it listed an EIGHT YEAR, STEP BY STEP PLAN, for WORLD TAKEOVER, ENDING in the December month of 1980.

Since I have gotten out, I have not seen one thing fail or be delayed on that TIME CHART.

I am NOT SAYING THAT IT WON'T BE DELAYED!

BUT IT IS GOING TO TAKE A LOT OF SERIOUS CHRISTIANS DOING A LOT OF SERIOUS PRAYING WHICH I HAVE NOT SEEN YET!

Next! The Last Letter we opened contained... Now I am going to have to QUOTE it and then I am going to have to explain it. You see, Witches say English, but they say words that may not mean anything to you.

It Said, 'We have found A MAN who WE believe to be the SON OF LUCIFER'

'We Believe through HIS WORKS and OUR BACKING, HE can BECOME the RULER of this WORLD, STOP ALL WARS, and bring PEACE FINALLY to this War Stricken World'!

Now that LITERALLY meant that WE had found a PERSON so FANTASTICALLY POWERED that HE could CONVINCE people that HE was THEIR ONLY SALVATION!

Now that LITERALLY meant, in CHRISTIAN TERMS, HE was DEMON POSSESSED like no one had EVER SEEN!

After reading that, on August the first 1972, I decided it was time to look elsewhere to get out. Now this had not been a new idea. Before I was made a Grand Druid I thought about getting out and so had a young actress in California that was ordered executed and left hanging with her throat cut by one foot, which was one of the Tarot Cards, to tell all witches that she had betrayed witchcraft and this was her death. After seeing this, and what happened to Sharon Tate, I decided I'd stay in, but now I wanted out! I didn't know how to get out, I didn't consider Christianity at all a way out, but I wanted out!
About a month rolled around and I got deeper involved in drugs, in fact the night I was Saved, I weighed 149 pounds because I was doing $150 a day worth of Methadrine (SPEED). I was 'Mainlining' it, what the 'street people' call 'Crystal'. So I was literally in a paranoid mess anyway because of the drug and all these plans hadn't made me anymore restful. So one morning, Saturday morning, a Baptist preacher came across me in one of our Occult Stores. He was there because overnight he came to realize that witchcraft was REAL, when he had always considered it a 'Fable' about witches flying on broomsticks with warts on their nose and pointed hats. The way he found it was he found his daughter an Initiated Priestess of a witchcraft coven. He caught her casting spells in her bedroom one night. So it became very real to him, and after much prayer and fasting, he decided to track down a few witches and see if he couldn't witness to them. He wasn't getting through to his daughter he thought he might go to the head of it and if they got saved, his daughter would get saved.

So he found me in one of our occult stores called The Spanish Bizarre, there in San Antonio, and started to witness to me. He knew who I was because I was going by my witchcraft name, Lance, and everybody in town had seen me on Television and Radio and the Newspapers, about witchcraft.

So he started witnessing to me and I told him in certain profanity that I didn't care for it and I would like him to leave! So when this failed he decided he was not going to get past the Demons in me so he started ordering the Demons to be QUITE, and then he proceeded to pray for me, whether I liked it or not! The Prayer went something like this:

"I DEMAND that SATAN STOP giving you HIS Benefits, including drugs".
"I ORDER that TO BE SO in the Name of Jesus".
"I COMMAND SATAN to STOP Communicating with you SUPERNATURALLY"
"I BREAK your POWER of WITCHCRAFT, 'till you come face-to-face with the Gospel, and then I Command your mind to be SET FREE so that you can perceive the Gospel and make your OWN MIND UP!"

Now this was necessary in my condition because I didn't have my own mind.

Then he left! I thought he was CRAZY, so I went upstairs and did some more drugs because I couldn't understand why I was feeling the way I was feeling. And that was not too well at the moment!

Well, that night, I didn't have anything to worry about. I did all my drugs up because I was expecting a very large shipment of drugs to come across to Loreto, MX, except something happened that had never happened before. The drugs got BUSTED!

The wrong guard, that was not on our salary, was on the border that night They even brought the wrong car across, they had the wrong license #, the whole...EVERYTHING that could have gone WRONG, went WRONG, and the shipment got BUSTED, and I was without DRUGS!

So when I found out about it, I made a few phone calls around to different areas in the United States, trying to find some drugs that could get to me very quickly, because most people had already used their's up, we were at the end of it. I was told I would have some Tuesday morning. Now that is a long time to wait for an addict as bad as I was. So about Monday night (Labor Day night) as I was going through withdrawal extreme (proportionate withdrawal), I got into my car and started to drive it out of the parking lot and almost drove it in the river. So I left it there and I went for a walk. I walked about 4 or 5 blocks and I came upon a Movie Theater. It was just an everyday Movie Theater and it is still here to this day. It shows just regular pictures. Not anything to do with the Christian Church so I thought I was pretty safe. I paid my money and went in. Sat down about three rows back. I was going to get right into the Movie. It was a Movie called the 'Cross and The Switchblade'! <laughter by audience>.

Now that may seem funny to you, but it was not funny to me at the time!

So I sat there, trying to make 'wise cracks' at the movie all night and became interested in Nicky Cruze!

See, you think with one mind ( I think with the same mind now as a Christian), but as a Witch, I thought with a different mind. Dave Wilkerson was the ENEMY and Nick Cruze was the HERO! So I
sat there and I thought, "Well, this guy is pretty good, nothin' wrong with him", "Maybe he will convert the Preacher over here"! And then Nicky got saved!

Now that term meant nothing to us! But when he CHANGED, from the OLD Nicky Cruze to the NEW Nicky Cruze, that meant something. That was IMPOSSIBLE!

The Cornerstone, or the whole platform of witchcraft, is, you cannot cast a spell you cannot mix a potion you cannot do a rite without a firm knowledge of ASTROLOGY! It is The Base for ALL Practices in Witchcraft!

One of it's teachings is: You are Born a SET Personality. There is nothing you can do to CHANGE from that SET Personality, and Mine was pretty Lousy as it was.

So as Nicky Cruze changed, this was a MIRACLE, not understandable to any witch. So going out of there in a very confused state of mind, as I walked out the door, not realizing much of what had happened even to the point that I forgot that I was even going through withdrawal. And I walked out and a young man walked up to me and he handed me this track and said, " here, this is for you", and he turned around and walked away. He didn't hand anybody else a track. He just left. And the track was called 'BEWITCHED'!

--()--

I was raised in a Supernatural world. All our lives we had spent listening to Spirit Guides. Now since that Preacher had prayed for me, my Spirit Guides had not said a word to me. I was in a vacuum. Have you ever had a trial, where you prayed and prayed and feel like you're not getting through? Well this is the way I felt and nothing was coming through and I was in a vacuum. And after 14 years of depending upon these spirits to tell me everything to do, nobody was telling me anything! Because this preacher had taken authority over them and ordered them to be quiet. As I was reading this booklet, I had sense enough to know that something was trying to get to me, something was trying to get through, but none of my Spirit Guides would be giving me books on witchcraft that was telling me the Devil was behind it!

So I threw the book away and was in a bigger state of confusion that I had ever been in and I walked back to where my apartment was in the Casino Building and it consists of several Night Clubs back there and I walked into one, The Club Aquarius, walked to the back of the Club and sat down in the office all alone by myself and tried to think things out.

Now I spent several hours trying to think of a Christian Church that I could go to and ask questions of, that we didn't own the Minister of. Now that may seem kind of strange to you, but as an EX Grand Druid, it is not strange at all.

Much that you see in Churches that you just think is LIBERALISM is PAY-OFF-ISM.

They have taken the MONEY and REJECTED The Lord!

It is kind of hard for a minister who is not sold out to God to turn down 1/2 million Dollars if it is laid down as a bribe.

They can get even higher! In fact, one Church that I know of got Eight Million Dollars in two years and another one got Ten Million Dollars in one year. So they can receive the money... Anyway...

I didn't have a membership list with me so I didn't know who we owned and who we didn't and I was afraid to call the wrong Pastor because that could get me killed! So I sat there thinking for a little bit and I remembered that the night before one of our witches that was a prostitute in a downtown area, had come screaming into the night club the night before, about a coffee house called the Greengate Club.
Strange place! It used to be a Burlesque place about 3 months prior to that and this minister came in and preached an un-invited Revival. The Revival took about 15 minutes and 20 some people got saved including the dancers, the bartender, the band the people in the congregation and the husband and wife that owned the place. So when they got saved they decided to turn it over to a Baptist Church that they were going to. That Baptist Church turned out to be the Baptist Church that was praying and fasting for me.

Now don't confuse Jack Tator with the other Pastor. He was from another Church. He couldn't get his Church to pray and fast for witches since his Church thought he was 'Crazy' when he said 'Witch', so he called up Castle Hills which was well known for working in the Power of God!

They asked for people to pray and fast and they got about 500 people to pray and fast over that weekend, that I would get saved. And I firmly believe that that had a lot to do with it.

So, she had told me about this place and she wanted us to burn it down, buy it out or something because it was ruining her business. I mean, here is a prostitute, propositioning a soldier, and here is somebody over here preaching the Word of God to him! It doesn't work!

So she was very upset and uhhhh...I decided I would go look this place up, so I walked on over by the bus station. I went in, it was about 2:00 in the morning. The place was supposed to close at midnight. I firmly believe to this day that God breaks Coke fountains! Because when I came in there the manager had stayed late to fix the Coke Fountain that had broken down just as he was ready to close. And as I walked in, he started witnessing to me and it was fine till about 45 minutes to an hour and then I brought up Witchcraft. So in a White kind of Ghostly like face he called up the Pastor and said, 'I got this Witch down here' and the Pastor said, 'Well, we have been praying and fasting that he would get there so go ahead and witness to him and we will just call everybody up and start praying'.

So they started praying and he started witnessing more and started showing me things in the Bible and started praying for me. Pretty soon he was praying and I was praying and The Lord SAVED ME!

<Congregation AMEN!>

And I have NEVER Forgotten it!

See, I was born in a Witchcraft Family where I inherited everything my parents had. In other words, I inherited their Demons! Or ones just like the ones they had, so I was never FREE from the time the Doctor spanked me on bottom in the Delivery room, until that night in 1972.

You may have felt GREAT when you got Saved but I don't think that you felt as GREAT as I felt when I got SAVED! We may argue that point, but I don't...<Laughter>...

But uhhh... for the 1st time I could think for myself without this HEAVY like Cotton in my head is about the only way you could describe it. And my decision was that if they killed me going out of that place then I would die happy! And I walked out, not even thinking of any danger, and the next night I was thinking and saying that I would like to live long enough to enjoy this. The reason for that is, you do not leave witchcraft once you are initiated. When you are in, you are in! To prove this point, there have been, since my salvation, about 500 people saved out of witchcraft, and that is not very many when you know how many millions are in. Fifty of them have been killed in five years!

Our lives are in danger all the time, my wife's and myself, and all the people that have come out. They start at $10,000 bounties and work up to several hundred thousand. But it is not just witches. I have a few contacts still back in the Illuminati that will do me favors every once in awhile. They don't understand why I would want to be a Christian but they don't think I am all that bad. But I had them run a computer check through one of the computers they have in New York that the occult owns to keep tabs on everybody. I wanted to check out what Christian ministers I might know that had this same problem on them. Bro. Barry's name came up. They have $100,000.00 on that man's head! Jack Chick of Chick Publications, Dr. Van Eppy, uh...Joe Boyde, Dan Hartry, my pastor Ola Rasmussen and many others to go on and on. They have felt such a danger to them that they have decided that they are better dead than alive, and were willing to spend millions of dollars to make sure that it happens. So it is a warfare! And it goes on and it is getting worse and worse! We had to pray
much before we would come out to the East Coast. Everybody said I was crazy when I moved to L. A. to minister to the people out there. They don't know the East Coast. It has been an experience, and we ask that you pray for us as we go around ministering. My wife is usually with me on the road, but she had to go back to Los Angeles on an emergency and we ask that you pray for her while she is on the road.

(End of Testimony)

I think that what I will do now, is simply open it up for your questions and I hope I will have the answers. If you have a Question, just raise your hand.

Question 1.

Is there any Jewelry that is specific to Witchcraft?

Answer 1.

These are jewelry that was created by Demonic Instruction to very important people. Christians are astonished when I tell them that the Greatest Wizard that ever lived, Mel Witch, was Solomon! When he backslid, he really backslid. As great as his writings were in our Bible, they were as great in the Witchcraft Bible. (There are two, The Greater and The Lesser Keys of Solomon) The very Initiation rite. How to prepare a witchcraft Bible. How to conjure demons up, everything. Even how to commit Human Sacrifice are writings that he created.

They mean things the Christian Church has no idea about. Before I tell you what they mean, I want to say this. It was impossible to buy this Jewelry except for the Ankh, outside of a witchcraft store up until a few years ago.

They were handmade by silversmiths belonging to the Priesthoods and sold only to initiated witches in occult stores.

Since then, the Illuminati has decided that one of the greatest tricks that they could play on a Christian was to put this jewelry around their neck and on their hand! The reason is...this stuff ATTRACTS DEMONS! They CLING AROUND where IT is at!

Now if you are shocked to see the Star Of David up there that is because it has just recently been called the Star Of David! For thousands of years it was called The Hexagram or The Crest Of Solomon.

Now when a witch wants to practice witchcraft they will get into the Pentagram, that is the Five Pointed Star in the Circle, that is their strongest form of protection. And then they will lay this Six Pointed Star, the Hexagram, which means to Hex or to practice Black Magic or to put a spell on somebody, they will put it in a circle on the floor and this will cause THE DEMON TO APPEAR, at THEIR INSTRUCTION.

It is the MOST EVIL SIGN in WITCHCRAFT!

I know I may not be getting through to you what I am trying to get through, but it is DANGEROUS to have it!

The Pentagram, the Pinnacle, with the one point up means WITCHCRAFT.

Two Points up means DEMON WORSHIP or SATANISM!

It is interesting to note that the Eastern Stars symbol is a Two Pointed Up, Five Point Star.

This symbolizes the Goat Head which Satanists believe is the representative of the Devil. They use the Goat Head to worship it like they are worshipping the Devil!
The Ankh means that you despise Virginity, believe in Fertility Rites, practice Fertility Rites, and WORSHIP the Sun God Ra!

The Sun God Ra is the Egyptian name for LUCIFER!

The Peace symbol up there is not the Peace symbol. I didn't have to do the initiation that contained the "Broken Cross", because I was born into witchcraft and that wasn't necessary. And people who have no Christian background do not have to do it. But if a person raised in the Christian Church, whether they were Christian or not, wants to join witchcraft, they must take a ceramic Cross, turn it upside down, and break the crossbars down, symbolizing their rejection of Calvary and the Christian Church.

This is said to bring you PEACE of mind while you practice witchcraft. That is where it got the word Peace Symbol from.

We have called it the Peace Symbol the last twenty years, they called it the Broken Cross for several hundred. Now which are you going to believe?

After that, you have what is called the Unicorn Horn or the Italian Horn is what they are calling it now, so they can sell it.

It means literally, the translation of it is, you TRUST the DEVIL for your FINANCE!

If you DON'T TRUST the DEVIL for your FINANCE, DON'T WEAR IT! I can guarantee you, it has just the opposite reaction in a Christians Life!

The last symbol is the symbol that initiated Priests and Priestesses and Coven members wear to show that they have been initiated.

Now Christians ask me... What has this got to do with the Christian Church, you know, we don't have to worry about it!

This morning we put a young man that we cast DEMONS out of, a young man that got delivered from this and he had his initiation scar on his wrist. This man was a Counselor and member of Word Of Life Ministries! Word Of Life Christian Club Ministries.

THEY ARE EVERYWHERE PEOPLE!!!!

The young lady who took my place! She grew up and was raised and was a member of Thomas Road Baptist Church, Lynchburgh, Virginia, Jerry Falwell's Church!

Jerry doesn't know it, but that is where she grew up and was raised, and now she sits on that Council of Thirteen. So they are everywhere!

Next Question:

The Trilateral Commission, I wonder if you might have some comments on that!

ANSWER:

I am sure you couldn't see the Pyramid, but it was on the Pyramid.

The Trilateral Council is the inner council of the CFR (Council of Foreign Relations) which is the American name for the Illuminati! Every member who sits on the CFR or Trilateral Council is an initiated member of the Illuminati! They are not there without full knowledge, and they are hand picked by David Rockefeller, the leader of the Illuminati in the United States.

Next Question

What about Séances in Churches?
ANSWER

The United Methodist Church has accepted the Amiga Brotherhood. This is an organization started in Phoenix by United Methodist members who believe that Séances are Christian practice. It is now accepted in the United Methodist Church.

Next Question

Would you briefly outline the steps remaining in the World Take-Over Plan?

ANSWER

If the Pastor has no objection. (pastor states no objection)!

The reason I ask this is because it can be pretty frightening and pretty unbelievable. I like to leave that for the last question so they will believe everything I say before I say this. They used to reject everything after that. They are sitting around shocked.

What remains is this. They are in the process of trial and error right now and they test things. Last year they tested what it would be like to be without fuel to heat your homes. This year they are going to see if they can starve you. Absolutely shut all the electricity off on the East Coast.

Now the Book, Atlas Shrugged, ended with this..."When the lights of New York City go out for the last time we will have the WORLD".

Now that meant this. They are going, towards the end, cut the cities off completely! There will be a Teamsters strike. Nothing will move for months! I mean Nothing will move! These strikes will be more violent than the Coal Miners strike is right now. The Coal Miners will strike again.

They are in a process of destroying all stored food and farmland so that we will be without any food in the cities or in the country or anywhere except what is in Federal Storehouse.

They will strike so that no planes will fly. The Air Controllers will strike and nothing will fly over the skies of the United States except military flights.

The Longshoremen will strike and nothing will come off the boats and the train Engineers will strike and nothing will move, in other words, NOTHING is going to move at all!

Now if you live in a large city, how are you going to get your food if they don't bring it in to you. Everything will be paralyzed, NOTHING WILL MOVE!

At the same time we will be in RIOT and REVOLUTION within the United States. In fact the whole world will be in it. It seems strange and Christians can not grasp that a Mass Murderer like Charles Manson will ever be released from prison. You should have heard the vote when he was up for release(parole) a month ago. He was kept there by TWO Votes!

Two Votes kept him from leaving prison. Now they didn't want him out and let me explain something...He didn't go there because the jury found him guilty! They could not have sent him to prison if the Illuminati did not want him to go! He went there for a reason, and we have talked to prison officials across the United States and people belonging to motor cycle clubs and so on, and we have received the same answer, HE HAS THEM UNITED!

There is a MASS ARMY within EVERY PRISON from COAST to COAST! They have been promised weapons. Military Weapons!

To verify this the U.S. Army and the Marine Corps has stated that in the last five years they have lost half of their small arms weapon to theft in the United States. That includes Hand Held, ground to air, heat seeking missiles that can take a DC-10 out of the sky at 40,000 ft.
One of the largest storehouses is in Baltimore and the second largest is in Philadelphia for these weapons. So they are very close to you.

He has been gathering an army outside of prison that amounts to over 100,000 professionally trained military people. They have been hiring ex Green Berets, Rangers and Navy Seals to train them in, Uhhh Camp #1 is in War, West Virginia, to give you an example, to train them in Special Forces Tactics. Every one of them is as trained as a Green Beret is and that is very well trained!

Manson will either be released next year or the following year, they have not decided yet. I will say this...the one thing that will hold their plan up is if they don't get their Gun Laws PASSED! These people refuse to go out and cause HAVOC if people are going to be shooting back at them. So they have been promised that ALL the GUNS will be CONFISCATED before they start their move.

Now they have been promised that they will get this Country!

What they don't know is that THEY HAVE BEEN SET UP!

They have been set up just so they will kill a certain amount of people. The figure at the present is that in the first year ONE MILLION people will be BUTCHERED!! I use that term because that is about how to describe what will happen. And I will leave it to your imagination and to your prayer life as to who is scheduled to be killed.

NEXT

This is just so they can get the National Guard called out. They recently passed a law that gives the President the right to suspend the Constitution and Congress and call Martial Law and call out the Military. Now that would seem too harsh to us right now, but what happens when millions of people are getting shot at and killed? Then they will be calling for it to happen!

That is some of the stuff that is coming about.

Some of it is legislation that is being passed right now. House bill 41 went through the House and is before the Senate now! It gives, if it is passed, it will poll much of the Federal Tax Deduction status of many Christian Churches. And the ones that keep it, the people that give to them, their names will be printed with their addresses, their phone numbers and their work addresses of every giver in every Post Office in the United States! It is called House Bill 41. This will give those RADICALS your dwelling address and where you work so they can come look you up!

Another one was the Martial Law Act that has been passed! Another one is Anti-Hording Act. It is,...the one thing they fear,... see the whole thing is if you can be independent of Federal help, their plan won't work! You MUST be DEPENDENT upon the Government for every bite of food, every light bulb in your house and every warmth that you feel coming through your home, you MUST be DEPENDENT upon THEM!

Now the Anti-Hording Act forbids you to store over one months food supply, to store medical supplies or fuel supplies over a month at a time. There is a reason for it, THEIR REASON!!!!!

The last one is called the Genocide Act. Some of you may have heard of it. They defeated it eight years ago, but now it looks like it is going to get passed. It is before the Senate now! It can put you in Federal Prison for converting somebody from the faith that they were born into by their parents. In other words, if you con- vert a Catholic, a Jew, or a witch, and their parents press charges, you can go to Federal Penitentiary for it! Ok? And it is getting ready to pass right now!

--()--

NEXT QUESTION:

It is said that the Communist Party is the Greatest Threat in the World today, and you say that it is the Illuminati. What do you have to say about that?
ANSWER:

Well, you are talking to an EX-Illuminatist who knows that there is no such thing! Anybody coming out of the Illuminati will tell you that the Communist Party is run by Illuminati. NOT COMMUNISTS!!!

History shows it! Sometime back in 1776, Albert Pike, then the Head of the Illuminati, also head of the Masons at the time, said that they needed to create a political party that would frighten the world and keep it fighting each other, until they could bring peace to the world. Then Karl Marx showed up. Now if you go to the British Museum you will find two checks for several thousand pounds made out to Karl Marx, and signed by Nathan Rothschild! OK? And I can go into much history about the Communist Party! How Lennin and Trotsky both stayed at the Crubb Mansion in New York, financed by Rockefeller and Crubb and Schiff and others. How they took 4 million dollars of Jacob Schiff's gold to finance the Revolution! Sailed from New York Harbor! Where their ship was confiscated by the British Government as it tried to run the blockade during WW1. How Woodrow Wilson called and ordered their release so America wouldn't go into the War, and how they were sent on their way! There is much History about it!

NEXT QUESTION:

What does Witchcraft have to do with the Masons’?

ANSWER:

Well, other than the 33 highest Masons’ sit on the Council of 33! Other than the fact that most Masons do not realize that they have taken the same rite that Witches take. The same rite is taken to become a Mason, with the exception that witches CUT THEIR WRISTS and Masons DO NOT CUT THEIR WRISTS! That is the ONLY Difference! It is EXACTLY the SAME! I can describe our witchcraft rites, and yours are exactly the same! We have been doing it for 8,000 years! What is your excuse?

NEXT QUESTION:

What about the Knights of Columbus?

ANSWER:

Yes, I wish you could have seen these. On the Organizations, let me read off the Organizations real quick.

Benai Birth American Civil Liberties Union The Scottish Rite

By the way, witchcraft is supposed to be the Old Religion of Scotland.

The York Rite The Jaycee's Let me explain about the Junior Chamber of Commerce. The Illuminati needed a group to fund, to finance the training of the radical groups that would be used later. The Junior Chamber of Commerce was the group chosen to do the funding!

The Masonic Lodges, both the White and the Blue The Knights of Columbus The Knights of Philisophus The Odd Fellows

I want to say something about these lodges. It's leaders use that organization for their purposes. That does not mean that the members of those organizations know what is going on. Clear back after our Revolutionary War, you can find this in the Adam's Chronicles. John Adams wrote George Washington asking him to beware of Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton and their misuse of the Masonic Lodges which Washington was a member of, because he was using it, and this is a direct quote, "He was using it for Illuminati purposes and the Worship of Lucifer"!

I have in my car, photographic copies of books handed only to chosen ones in the 32nd and 33rd levels, describing the initiation of the 33rd level mason, also describing of what they thought of Jesus.
Believe me, it is not POLITE! And, who the TRUE GOD IS! They consider Jesus to be an impersonator, ‘The TRUE GOD is LUCIFER!’ Now that is in black and white out of Masonic books. I have them in my car and if you want to debate the matter, after the service, I will go get them and let you read it out of your own books!

NEXT QUESTION:

I have fooled around with Tarot Card a little and I felt a little edgy about some of the events that were taking place and I decided to get rid of them, and it was scary!

ANSWER:

The Answers you were getting from the Tarot Cards were coming from DEMONS! If you had read the 18th chapter of Deuteronomy you wouldn't have done it. You would have been stoned to death in Old Testament time for it. Every drawing means something and the Demons control how the cards fall and use them, but they can only be up to 90% accurate. NOTHING in WITCHCRAFT is EVER 100% ACCURATE!

NEXT QUESTION:

What are the Illuminati plans for the Nation of Israel?

ANSWER:

They will use Israel to gain control of the World. All nations except the United States will go after Israel just before they take over the world and cause WW 3. The United States government will step in a save Israel.

NEXT QUESTION:

What are Christians expected to do?

ANSWER:

Pray!

I'll tell you this. The only thing the Illuminati fears as I said is an independent person who can live, eat, sleep, stay warm and defend themselves separate from Federal help. Pray that the Lord gives us more time! It is short (close)!

See, they have tried twice before. They have never been this organized. They have tried twice before in a span of 200 years to RULE the WORLD and came VERY CLOSE! Once during Napoleon and once during WW 1. They came EXTREMELY close to gaining the world both times! NOW! Let's pray that the Lord messes up their plans one more time! I have not seen it happen yet, but I'd like to see it happen!

NEXT QUESTION:

Is ROCK MUSIC an outgrowth of witchcraft?

ANSWER:

You CAN’T Practice Witchcraft WITHOUT IT!

Now when I was in there, I was President of the largest booking agency, they have had to change their name since then, because of the publicity I have been giving them, but at the time they were called Zodiac Productions. I knew most of the Rock groups in the U.S. I still do, that is why we live in L.A. Some of my closest friends are Dave Crosby from Crosby Stills Nash and Young, and Graham Nash and others that are around there and I still talk to many of them. Most of the Rock groups are
members of a Witchcraft Church! That does not mean that they have been initiated that means that is their religion.

When they write a song, they will ask the witch covens or the Temple to cast a spell over that song so that it will become a hit and sell!

Now what takes place when a witch casts a spell is they order a lot of demons to do things. They don't know that is what they do, but that is just what happens.

Now that means when you go buy an album and you take it home with you, it is just like buying a 'Box of Cracker Jacks'. You get a FREE SURPRISE! It is called 'A DEMON'! It goes ALONG with the record. OK?

Now much of the music is written in Witch Language by witches! Elton John has made the statement that he has never written a song that was not written in Witch Language! Example: 'Beyond the Yellow Brick Road', is one of his songs written in Witch Language. That is why many songs you don't understand. That is why many people who listen to them don't understand. Until they get HIGH ON DRUGS and then all of a sudden the meanings start coming to them!

Many songs that have been written in Witch Language was the whole album by Carol King called 'Tapestry'! The book of Prophesy to witches is the double white album that the Beatles produced containing the song 'Helter Skelter'. Every song in it is prophesy!

Horse with No Name - One Tin Soldier, I could list thousands of songs that were written this way. They DEFINITELY have DEMONIC INFLUENCE behind them!

PARENTS, I want to say this to you!

Have you noticed the increase of REBELLION in TEENAGERS in the home? The reason is, it is your fault! You let them listen to it! It stirs up rebellion!

IT IS NOT THE WORDS IN THE SONG, IT IS THE MUSIC!!!!!

Witches know this, and they hit certain chords on purpose. As many people who have once been in hypnosis like Dr. Barry when he was younger, was involved in Hypnosis can tell you, THE MUSIC IS HYPNOTIC! It stirs up a WAR-LIKE NATURE in the young people. Now they are going to BOO me when this is over, but it is still the truth anyway. Now if you want to have them stay the way they are and you want to baby them, cause you are afraid they might get mad at you or run away from home or something, you can go ahead and let them keep on playing it cause they are going to do it anyway. Or, you go home, break the records and you BURN the Covers!

When witches get saved, nobody has to tell them to get out of Rock Music. When they hand their witchcraft items over to be BURNT, notice I said BURNT, not thrown into the trash can, it is Scriptural, they hand their records over too! Because they have lived in a world of the Super-natural and they know the SUPERNATURAL TIED IN WITH MUSIC!

The most perfect description of LUCIFER that ever existed is found in the 28th Chapter of Ezekiel in the King of Tyre!

It describes LUCIFER being created with MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IMBEDDED IN HIS BODY. It is TRUE! As a person who has seen him, it is TRUE! He thinks he is a GOD and therefore he must have music because GODS must have music!

So you can go ahead and let HIS MUSIC be played in your home if you choose or you can become a stronger Christian and GET RID OF IT!

You are the parents! The kids are NOT going to answer for it. You are the Head of the House, You are going to answer for it!

NEXT QUESTION:
Could NOT hear the Question on the tape!!!!!!

ANSWER:

No! It will be coming into effect. It is screened and they would not have got it passed without Christians' help. You see, witchcraft NEVER sacrifices ANYTHING that they don't GAIN Ten Thousand miles!

They lost the battle on purpose in court with the Moonies' and that set the stage for the Genocide Act! While we were yelling, "Ya, get them out of those false Cults and re-habilitate them", we were setting the stage for our own downfall. You don't give up freedom to a certain group without loosing it yourself, and they have always set us up this way! I am always surprised at how easy Christians fall into it!

NEXT QUESTION:

How do you feel about the John Birch Society and it's leader?

ANSWER:

How do I feel about him? Did you see that PYRAMID?

You couldn't see it back there could you?

I am against ANY ORGANIZATION whose LEADERS are 33rd Level Masons!

And their LEADER is a 33rd Level MASON!

Now! He has taken off his Masonic ring in the last three years, but he is a 33rd Level Mason!

You CAN NOT HIT THE ILLUMINATI AND BE PART OF IT!

The Illuminati knows that people are going to find out about them. People found out about them without my help! Brother Barry knew about them before I came along! And so when you find out about them, the best thing they can do is call your attention towards something else and say that's that! So they have reflected the attention on Zionism and said that is where it is at. The only problem is that most of the people in the Illuminati are NOT JEWS! Their founders were Jews by birth, but not by RELIGION! But most of it's leaders, separate from the Rothschilds, are Galic, Scotch, or French Galic. They have got NOTHING to do with the JEWS!

My family and most of the people who served with me on the Grand Druids, their family trees go back to the Pagan Temples in Rome and Greece and England. To the ORIGINAL Priesthoods! Some of them go back to Egypt and Babylon. They have got NOTHING to do with the Jews! So I don't like them! I don't like anybody that is a HATE GROUP for one thing, and I have heard too much HATE doctrine from the Birch Society.

Ya see! I am NOT CHOOSY about WHO I HIT! <laughter> Ha Ha Ha

NEXT QUESTION:

A person who has been in the occult and saved, are they more troubled by Demons than a person who has never been there?

ANSWER:

YES! If they haven't been through a deliverance, but at the same time they are a bigger weapon against the DEVIL. You can't trick a witch with false Doctrines. They have heard them all. You can't pass off a phony Christian on a witch and you can't pass a witch off on them as a Christian. They have been there, they know what to spot. That is why I look at a persons eyes when I talk to them. If that person has Demonic influence in their life, I want to know it! I want to know who I am talking to
and who I am not talking to. And when you have lived in a supernatural world and you have dealt with
demons like witches have, it is no different when you spot them in a person who is profess-ing to be
a Christian and is not living the life. So they are a stronger weapon against the DEVIL because they
have served him. You see, as close as we are to Jesus now, as loving and as passionate a
relationship that we have with Him now, that is how we felt about the DEVIL, whether we knew he
was the DEVIL or not. And so when you are that close to something you know about it. Now if you
backslide you still know about Christianity, so a backsliding witch knows about witchcraft. It is the
same thing. But they do have problems and needless to say, the Devil doesn't like us so we are hit a
little harder than somebody else might be but at the same time we grow faster and stronger because
of it.

NEXT QUESTION:

It says in the Brochure that you have in mind a retreat for Witches who want to get out because of the
danger they face. Could you comment on that?

ANSWER:

Oh, I didn't realize that was in there. Yes we are starting a retreat. As I told you, many people have
been killed that have come out of it. It has gotten so that witches aren't trusting to come out of it now.
Very few are coming out because of the fear, and there is no place for them to go! I mean when you
ask a Christian, "Will you let this Witch come into your home so that they have a place to stay"? And
then all of a sudden you visualize people throwing Grenades through your window and shooting up
your house, you change your mind, because that is probably what will happen! So we have decided to
build a retreat in wilderness country somewhere on the West Coast. I am not going to say where! And
uhhh, an armed retreat, where these people will be safe until they grow, and then they may either
leave the retreat or they may stay. And uhhh...it will serve a double purpose( I don't want to go into
that now) later for Christians but right now that is it's purpose and we are believing that it will get built.
We need $50,000.00 and in the month and a half since we have been trying to raise the money my
Pastor has received $25.00. See! So it is hard to convince Christians a place like this is needed when
they can go home to their safe house every night not realizing that for a witch to become saved, for a
witch to leave witchcraft, their life is in extreme danger and they probably will be killed! And it is easy
to feel safe when you are safe. I guess that is why I feel it because I am in danger all the time so I
know how they feel, and I have had many a close friend killed. They have become Christians and
then they have been killed! So, yes, we are trying to build such a retreat.

NEXT QUESTION:

What about Tex? Will he be released too along with Manson? He claims to be Born Again!

ANSWER:

He says he is Born again yes!

Now you have to understand something! If Tex was a Born Again Christian he would tell ALL! There
have been several people that are supposed to be Born again in that group that have not told
anything! If they were Born again, they would tell ALL, and they are NOT! And that is why I don't
believe it! You may believe it if you choose, but I don't!!!

I know Manson! He is an old Buddy of mine! I know what went on, and it wasn't a MASS killing, it was
a CONTRACT killing! Even the police and those who tried them, knew that, but they didn't want to
press it in the trial because they didn't think that they could get a conviction if they PRESSED the
CONSPIRACY THEORY behind it!!!! I talked to the Police officers who were behind it all!!!!

NO! I don't believe it!!! If Tex was Born again and in prison, they would be trying to KILL HIM for one
thing! Manson RUNS the PRISON! NOTHING goes down in there that HE doesn't give the ORDERS
to!!!! And that is from the very Security Guards that work there!!!!! So I don't accept it! I am Sorry!
Uhhhh...I came out of that world and I realize what it means to be a Born Again Christian and how they
are compelled to tell the TRUTH!!!
Does Tex have the Fruit of the Spirit?

This is the Test! If the FRUIT is there, he is a Christian! If the FRUIT is NOT there, he is not! It is as simple as that!

Without the Fruit you are going to grow THORNS and Not APPLES!

NEXT QUESTION:

What about Christian ROCK Music?

ANSWER:

OK! You are talking about Jesus Rock is that right?

I mentioned a church earlier that we spent EIGHT MILLION DOLLARS in two years to build. It is called Calvary Chapel. It's pastor is Chuck Smith and it is in Costa Mesa, Calif. The organization that he created is called MARINOT PRODUCTIONS.

They Started Jesus Rock Music!

The reason for the eight million dollars was to put ROCK MUSIC in Churches that did not allow Rock Music!

It is NOT what is SUNG on the TUNE, it is the MUSIC!

I am going to answer two more questions and then I am going to have to turn it over to the pastor.

Yes.

Can a person being a member of a fundamental Church actually be a witch and not a Christian?

ANSWER:

Absolutely!

They have spent millions of dollars putting 'Plants' in fundamental Churches around the United States! These 'Plants' are trained in Christian beliefs. The newest form of Blasphemy by a witch toward the Christian God, is to sit there and Praise the Lord and act like a Christian, laughing the whole time.

Ok? ABSOLUTELY! That's what LuGina, the girl that took my place was. Her main thrust was to keep an eye on Jerry Falwell's Church while she was Witch Queen of Virginia. And she was so good at it, that they made her a Grand Druid when I resigned. So there is a lot of it. In fact the Church that reached me had FOUR High Priestesses attending the Church and had it in a MESS until they started finding what it was all about and took a hand in it and corrected the matter.

They have recently tried to get witchcraft, mainly the Ouija Board and Séances, in MANY Christian High Schools because 95% of the people inducted into witchcraft in the last couple of years, were inducted by their Jr. High and High School teachers in the Public School Systems. By teachers that were scholarshipped and funded and put through College that were coven members just so they could spread witchcraft.

And so we, through many liberal practices in the schools have been using Christian Schools. So now they are trying to get it into the Christian Schools.

NEXT QUESTION:
You said that a Christian should not have any witchcraft items in their possession. Why then do you carry those Books with you?

ANSWER:

Those books are not the same books! The two books that I had, and I don't have any with me tonight, one is written by Charles Finney who was saved out of the Masons and the other one was the first man executed by the Illuminati for betraying them, Captain Morgan. This is the reason I carry those two books, because they EXPOSE, but I don't believe that a Christian can have books written by witches in their libraries and get away with it. I don't own any! I burnt all mine when I got saved.

(Dialogue Ends)

End
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TRANSCRIPT TWO

John Todd's testimonial of his experience in witchcraft and of the Illuminati

Part One

(Dialogue Begins)

ONE THING I'D LIKE TO SAY BEFORE I GET STARTED, it never seems to fail that when I'm done a few of my brothers and sisters in the Lord have fear in their hearts. There is no reason to have fear in your heart. It seems like every time we talk about the Enemy, Christians become afraid rather than stirred up and fighting mad! So I just ask that if you have this fear in your hearts when this is over, that you just simply get in your prayer chamber or up front or someplace alone with the Lord and discuss the matter with Him.

THERE IS NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF WHEN IT COMES TO THE DEVIL; HE WAS DEFEATED 2,000 YEARS AGO! And that's why I'm here; he was defeated 2,000 years ago! I think the thing that made me the most mad when I got saved was that I'd served somebody since I was a child, for over 20 years, that was defeated over 2,000 years ago! And I guess the only reason why I served him was that I didn't realize who he was until I got saved, it took that enlightenment.

AS BROTHER BERRY PREACHED THIS MORNING ON THE DEVIL BLINDING GOD'S PEOPLE'S EYES and THE WORLD'S EYES, take it for a fact, he can do it! For some 20 years I served him as a priest and as a high priest, and later as a Grand Druid and had many thousands of people serving him under me, and never once did I even realize who I was serving.

THERE WERE MANY THINGS THAT I LEARNED IN WITCHCRAFT, I'm not going to tell you what they were, but there were many things that I learned and many things that I taught as a standard teaching in Witchcraft. As you go through apprenticeship or as you go through what we call the "Outer Court," you are told to do things and you don't ask why you do them. If you do ask why do them, they tell you that you're being naughty and that you shouldn't ask, mainly because they don't know!

I NEVER DID KNOW WHY I WAS DOING THE THINGS I WAS DOING OR WHY I WAS TEACHING THE THINGS I WAS TEACHING. They worked, so we did them. After I got saved, it took salvation for me to find out why they worked. And I guess after knowing that, there is no way you can go back to what you came out of. Very quickly tonight--well, I can't be really quickly, but I'll try--I want to give my testimony, and then I want to turn it over for questions and answers.

I'VE LEARNED THE HARD WAY, AFTER FIVE YEARS, and IT'S NORMAL FOR ME TO SAY THE THINGS THAT I SAY, but it's astounding for you to listen to them. And I realize that when the meetings are over that many things I say are strange to Christians. Most of you grew up in Christian homes, or even if you were in the World, you were not very close to what I was into, so when I say things, to me they are everyday things.

I GUESS THAT'S WHY WE HAVE SUCH A SUCCESSFUL MINISTRY WITH THE PEOPLE IN DRUGS and THE PEOPLE IN THE OCCULT, because they tried to tell Christians for years the things they'd been into and the things they've experienced, and they look at them like they're crazy. Then I come along and I say, "Oh! Oh, sure I'll listen to you, I've been there!" I know the same things, and I'll sit there and I'll listen and they find it very outstanding that I believe in them, because I've experienced them too.

SO I DON'T GASP AT SOMEBODY WHEN THEY TELL ME THEY'VE SEEN DEMONS or floated things through the air or received answers on Ouija boards or made people do their own will by spells,
because I was there and I know it's so, but at the same time I know how weak it is compared to what I have now.

WE WENT TO ST. PAUL WHEN THEY WERE GOING TO HAVE THEIR CONVENTION THIS YEAR, which they called off. They're having it right now in Washington, D.C., this is the last night of it, and it was in all the front pages of the newspapers down there. Christians throughout the United States say, "You don't really expect us to believe that witches are that organized!"—No, they've just got Senators and Congressmen and top witches down there all in one convention, they're not organized, not at all!

BUT ANYWAY, WE WERE THERE, and MANY WITCHES CAME UP TO ME and ASKED ME WHY I WOULD BECOME A CHRISTIAN. See, witches have the opinion that Christians are either the most evil thing that ever lived or they're the most foolish people that ever lived. They wanted to know why I would become a Christian. I said, "Because I'm more powerful now than I was when I was a witch!"—That's not the real reason, but I said it in words they would understand. And they couldn't grasp that. I know how they feel.

WHEN I WAS IN WITCHCRAFT I NEVER CONSIDERED CHRISTIANITY UNTIL THE NIGHT I GOT SAVED. I never once considered it was an answer, I never considered that Jesus was an answer and thought that the things in the Christian church were foolish, at the least, and dangerous at the most—and I guess they are dangerous to Witchcraft. But to explain what I'm talking about very quickly:

I COME FROM A FAMILY CALLED THE COLLINS. Some of them on this side of the Atlantic Ocean from England have changed their name to Todd back prior to the Civil War. That's not to say that all Collins are Todds or the family that I came from, but this family brought Witchcraft to the United States.

I WAS IN PHILADELPHIA THE OTHER NIGHT and I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT IT WAS ALL ABOUT, but after I left there the newspaper decided that their greatest campaign would be against me, and many things I said in my testimony they said they checked out and weren't so. It's funny, we checked them out and they still were so!—Like many things that I'll mention tonight.

WE EVEN WENT AS FAR AS TO SAY THAT WITCHCRAFT STARTED OUTSIDE OF SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS, and EVEN NAMED THE BAY THAT THE WITCHES LANDED AT that they named after the head witch, my ancestor, Frances Collins, and the newspaper said that place didn't exist. It exists. We looked at the map and it was still there! We don't quite understand quite what they were up to, but I guess they confused enough people to disregard it. We were wondering when people were going to get around to this, but anyway, I came from the Collins Family.

LET ME QUICKLY REMIND YOU, NO WITCHES WERE EXECUTED IN SALEM. There will be a book coming out shortly on this from Chick Publications. Except for one prostitute, everybody executed in Salem were Christians, and they were tried and convicted by a jury and by a pastor who was not a pastor but a slave trader hired by the Collins. The church was built by the Collins and the jury were all members of the Collins' church. Needles to say, they weren't Christians, they were Witches. We went back there and researched it!

BUT TO GO ON QUICKLY SO I DON'T CONFUSE YOU TOO MUCH ... OF COURSE I'VE ALREADY DESTROYED YOUR HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY LESSON, I have a habit of doing that. I'll destroy more than that before the night's over! But when I was a youngster I started practicing Witchcraft. I cast my first spell when I was eight, and I started studying for the Priesthood when I was 13. I was asked to join the Outer Court of the coven there in Columbus, Ohio, where I grew up, and at 14 I was initiated.

I WOULD LIKE TO ADD THIS BEFORE I GO ON, WHEN THE SERVICE IS OVER I WOULD BE GLAD TO TALK WITH ANY MASONs PRESENT, and I will compare my initiation to Witchcraft word for word, action for action, with yours. They are identical without change, and I'll be glad to discuss the matter with you.

AFTER THAT AT 18 I WAS INITIATED A HIGH PRIEST. This made me the ruling pastor, more or less. You see in Witchcraft, church is a little different, only the ministers meet, and they meet once a month. The congregation doesn't even know who is in it. They only go to their particular priest and ask for a favor, they never come together. But at 18 I was made the High Priest.
THAT MADE ME DRAFT-EXEMPT FROM THE U.S. ARMY OR FROM THE U.S. MILITARY SERVICE, because all of the denominations or Brotherhoods of Witchcraft are Federally recognized tax deductible churches and therefore their ministers do not have to serve! I stayed 4-D status, but a lot of us at that time thought it was important to get Witchcraft started at the different military bases, so we enlisted anyway, and that was in 1968.

WHEN I WAS DISCHARGED IN 1970 THERE WAS A COVEN IN EVERY MILITARY BASE IN THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE IN ALL FOUR BRANCHES OF THE SERVICE! So it grows very quickly. But I served Vietnam, flew back and re-enlisted for six years and served 30 days of my six-year term, went to Germany for that time. And up until this time I thought Witchcraft was just like being a Baptist or being a Catholic, it was a religion. I didn't realize there was anything to it except Witchcraft, and this is where most Witches are at. In fact at this time I believed in a godhead system of gods and goddesses and believed in it very devoutly, I'd been raised in it all my life. I believed in the psychic powers and that's all I believed in.

SO WHILE I WAS IN GERMANY ONE NIGHT, AFTER TAKING SOME DRUGS and DOING A LOT OF DRINKING, I GOT IN A SHOOT-OUT in the middle of downtown Stuttgart with an officer, and the officer got killed. Now the Army has a strict no-no about shooting officers, they don't like it, so they placed me in solitary confinement, and there I am, waiting for Leavenworth more or less.

WE'D ALREADY OFFERED A PLEA TO THE JUDGE THAT WE WOULD PLEAD GUILTY IF HE WOULD GIVE ME 30 YEARS and CALL IT QUITs, and he tore it up and laughed at us. So I was pretty sure what was in for me, and I just sat there. And eventually through a riot that had happened at the stockade just a few days prior and a man being placed in solitary confinement with me and then released from the stockade, I got word back to the U.S. by phone of the predicament I was in.

I HAD BEEN IN GERMANY SUCH A LITTLE TIME THAT I HADN'T HAD TIME TO START A COVEN IN STUTTGART, and I had no way of getting the word out. So the man placed a phone call to Los Angeles, collect, to my foster mother and told the predicament I was in. I had told him to tell her to cast a spell on the jury so they'd think I was a real nice person, and that's all I thought they would do. I'd seen spells like this work many times--I've seen them work recently many times in courts--but I was not expecting what took place!

ABOUT THREE DAYS AFTER THE MAN MADE THE PHONE CALL, MY CELL DOOR OPENED and THERE STOOD A SENATOR and A U.S. CONGRESSMAN, a couple of Generals and an Honorable Discharge. The Honorable Discharge gave no reason as to why I was being discharged; I just had an Honorable Discharge like I'd served all my time. I had all my time and rank and grade, even my top-secret security clearance.

I WAS TOLD THAT MY COURT-MARTIAL RECORDS HAD BEEN DESTROYED and that my military file would be placed with a top-secret security clerk so nobody could get into it, and that was the end of it. The Senator and the Congressman left, I went to Ft. Dix and drew the rest of my papers and stuff, and headed for Columbus, Ohio, scratching my head the whole time wondering what type of spell was so good that it had Senators and Congressmen doing its bidding!

I STILL DIDN'T KNOW WHAT WAS GOING ON, SO I ARRIVED IN OHIO and I AGAIN BEGAN ASKING QUESTIONS THE DAY I ARRIVED THERE. I was told they had been expecting me and here was an envelope with a one-way first-class ticket to Kennedy Airport in New York City, $2,000 for spending money, and I was to get on the next flight and they would make a phone call and tell them I was coming. That was fine except I wanted to know who "them" were. They said I would find out when I arrived, so I got on the plane, took off, landed at the airport and sure enough, somebody was waiting to meet me.

A PERSON WHOSE BOOKS I HAD READ and WHO I HAD THOUGHT WAS ONE OF THE GREATEST WIZARDS, MALE WITCHES, THAT HAD EVER LIVED, and I felt very privileged that I could be staying with him learning more about Witchcraft from him. Now I gave his name--which I'm going to give a minute--in Philadelphia last Sunday night. I even gave his job at the time that I was staying with him, except the newspapers called the university that he was supposed to be working for and the university denied he'd ever been there.
IT'S FUNNY, I EVEN SAT IN HIS CLASSES AT THE UNIVERSITY. They have a way of covering things up. He has his own college now for Witches, and his name is Dr. Raymond Buckland, and at that time he was head of the Anthropology Department at Columbia University, although Columbia University likes to say that he never existed now.

BUT I LEARNED WITH HIM FOR AWHILE, LEARNED A LITTLE MORE IN MARYLAND, WENT TO CALIFORNIA and STUDIED SOME MORE. During this process I began to learn what most Witches don't know, and that is that the gods they've been worshipping don't exist, that they're imitated by what we call "familiar spirits" or spirit guides, demons--witches don't call them demons, they like to call them spirit guides--and that there is only one god and his name is Lucifer.

NOW THIS WAS A SHOCKING THING TO ME SINCE I WAS RAISED TO BELIEVE THAT THE DEVIL DIDN'T EXIST. You see witches aren't Satanists, they don't believe in Satan, and I was quickly explained to that Lucifer was a good god and not an evil god, and that Jesus was the imitator. So I learned, and I learned many things, both of Witchcraft, and I also learned why the Senators and Politicians were there!

THEY WERE THERE BECAUSE WE WERE THE RELIGION OF A POLITICAL ORGANIZATION CALLED THE ILLUMINATI, and I was told all about the Illuminati and its history. I was schooled in the things that it had done, and the things that it was going to do, and the things that I was going to do. And before I go on, I want to show you a few things that will help explain. (Charts:)

THIS THING YOU SEE UP HERE IS ON THE BACK OF YOUR ONE-DOLLAR BILL, and WHAT IT IS IS THE SEAL OF THE ILLUMINATI. America tells us it's the reverse side of the Great Seal of the United States, the only problem is that the United States has never sealed one document with it, ever, and never intends to! It was in existence before the United States was in existence, and I invite you, if you know your Latin, to look at your one-dollar bills later, and down at the bottom you will see some Latin.

IT SAYS: "THIS NEW ORDER THAT BEGAN 1776"--THAT MEANS NOT THE 4th OF JULY, BUT MAY 1st, 1776, THE CREATION DAY OF THE ILLUMINATI. It consists of three pyramids in a sphinx, which I'll go through very quickly. We've put a few blocks up here, but there are hundreds of blocks in each pyramid. This is the political organization. This is the middle pyramid. This is some of the political and police organizations that they use, and we've put up ones that mainly concern the United States.

ON THE TOP OF EACH PYRAMID YOU WILL SEE A CAPSTONE WITH AN EYE IN IT. The capstone is the Rothschild Family or Tribunal that rules the Illuminati, they were the creators of it. The eye is Lucifer, their god and their voice. The first 3 top blocks are on every pyramid. (See above photo.)

THE TOP BLOCK IS WHAT I WAS INITIATED INTO, THE COUNCIL OF 13 CALLED THE GRAND DRUID COUNCIL. They only take orders from the Rothschilds and nobody else. They're their private priesthood. The Council of 33 is directly under them, that is the 33 highest Masons in the World. The Council of 500, some of the richest people in the World--there are 500, actually, some of the richest people and conglomerates in the World--it's their real power as I'll show you in a minute.

I DON'T THINK YOU CAN SEE MUCH OF THE WRITING ON THIS, BUT THIS IS THE ORGANIZATION OF WITCHCRAFT. The Golden Dawn is the 4th block up there, and it's the Rothschild's private coven. The Aquarian Arts Festival is the organization that ties all of the Occult Brotherhoods together in St. Paul, The Witches Church of America I was a member of. The Church of All Worlds is located in St. Louis. These are denominations like Northern Baptist, Southern Baptists, Independent Baptists, etc.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, THE SATANIC BROTHERHOOD OF AMERICA, SCIENTOLOGY, UNITY, is the main platform for Witches to be speakers at towards what they consider to be Christian people. The Church of Wicca is another denomination; it's in Greenfield, North Carolina.
THE AQUARIAN ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE IS AN ORGANIZATION THAT WAS FORMED BY ONE OF THE GRAND DRUIDS, ISAAC BONOVIKTZ, and the American Civil Liberties Union. Its purpose is to pass laws and to sue Christian churches in Federal court for defaming Witches and the Occult, and they have been winning millions of dollars in the Federal courts.

THE GARNARIAN BROTHERHOOD IS THE TRADITIONAL WITCHCRAFT IN ENGLAND. The Order of the Rose Cross--another word for it is Rosicrucians--they are a sacrifice order. And the Holy Order of the Garter is another traditional English Witchcraft group. (Points:)

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT SYMBOL: THIS IS THE POWER OF THE ILLUMINATI. Without the Sphinx the mystery of the Illuminati would have no power. This is where all of its power comes from. You will notice the head of it is the Rothschild Family and the Council of 500. Under that, the Rockefellers, Duponts, Kennedys, Onasises and other families. Queen Juliana is also on the Council of 500.

OVER IN THE CENTER IS ITS HEART, THE BANK OF ENGLAND, THE BANK OF FRANCE, THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT. Most people feel the Federal Reserve Act is a government organization. It is not! It has nothing to do with the Government of the United States; it is a stockholder company owned by individuals. Much of the stock is owned by non-Americans.

MANY BANKS and FAMOUS CORPORATIONS ARE OWNED OR CONTROLLED BY THE ILLUMINATI. We tell Christians across the U.S. that housewives and husbands cannot shop any day or any week without buying from a company that the Illuminati owns, it is impossible.

PHILLIP ROTHCHILD ORDERED ONE OF HIS MISTRESSES TO WRITE AN 1100-PAGE BOOK that would describe to all witches how they would take control of the World through the Illuminati: It's called Atlas Shrugged. (By Ayn Rand) One of the things in it is happening on the front pages of the newspapers across the United States right now. In fact she spent a third of the book describing how they would raise the oil prices and then later destroy the oil fields and then they would also completely shut down the coal.

IT ALSO DESCRIBED HOW THEY WOULD BLOW UP GRAIN MILLS, how they would derail trains. Their sole purpose is to bankrupt their own companies and destroy their own companies until they destroyed the currency of the whole World, and still be so financially strong they would withstand it!

NOW TO GO BACK TO MY OWN TESTIMONY WHILE EVERYBODY GETS A BREATH! I know you thought you were going to hear a lot about spell-casting or spooky ghosts, but I surprised you, I've got something more spooky to tell you! Anyway, as I learned all this, I was taken up to Colorado Springs, outside of NORAD Center about a mile in the same location, and placed through an initiation for the Council of 13, and then I moved to San Antonio where I lived until I was saved and ruled a 13-state area that I had from there.

WHEN I WAS SAVED I HAD 5000 COVENS, IN OTHER WORDS, CHURCHES, TOTALING 65,000 PRIESTS and PRIESTESSES. That's just the ministers, not the congregation, so it is quite large. This State wasn't one of them, this is run by Mrs. Buckland, but Ohio was one of them, so it's close enough. I lived there until I was saved on Labor Day of 1972. And what led to my salvation was this:

THE GRAND DRUIDS MEET EIGHT TIMES A YEAR ON THE WITCHES' SABBATH AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN THE WORLD. I hosted the last meeting that I attended, it was held in San Antonio at the Casino Building. A courier from the London Embassy, a member of our State Department, brought a sealed courier pouch--so Immigration couldn't touch it--to the meeting and left it. It had never been opened from the time it had been sealed at the London Embassy.

DR. BUCKLAND CUT THE SEAL ON IT and TOOK OUT SIX LETTERS THAT WERE SEALED WITH THIS ILLUMINATI CREST. The first four were just business, money that we were to pay here and there and so on. Actually, the Grand Druid Council is nothing but glorified bankers, they write millions of dollars worth of checks to people in political and religious fields every month. But the last two letters led me to want to get out.
I HAD, AS A CHILD, ACCIDENTALLY ATTENDED A FEW SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASSES because I had nothing better to do, and during those classes I heard about the Book of Revelation and a few things in it—which was very strange, being back in the early '60s to hear anything like this, at least in the particular kind of church I was going to which was kind of liberal. So I had a little background of what the Christians felt was in their Bible. I thought it was foolish, but I had a little background.

NOW EVEN THOUGH I WAS A PART OF SETTING UP A WORLD GOVERNMENT, I ALWAYS KIND OF SNICKERED THAT THAT WAS EVER GOING TO HAPPEN, that we were serious, that it was kind of a little game we were playing. As long as the Rothschilds had all of the money to spend on our plans, we went ahead and spent the money. So I never took it seriously until we opened the last two letters.

NOW IN THE FIRST LETTER THAT WE OPENED OF THOSE LAST TWO, WAS A CHART, and IN THAT CHART IT LISTED AN EIGHT-YEAR PLAN FOR WORLD TAKE-OVER ENDING IN THE DECEMBER MONTH OF 1980. Since I have gotten out, I have not seen one thing fail or be delayed on that time chart. I'm not saying that it won't be delayed, but it's going to take a lot of Christians doing a lot of serious praying which I haven't seen yet. Next, the last letter we opened contained--now I'll have to quote it and then I'll have to explain, it, since witches say English but they say words that may not mean anything to you--it said:

"WE HAVE FOUND A MAN WHOM WE BELIEVE TO BE THE SON OF LUCIFER. We believe that through his works and our backing he can become ruler of this world, stop all wars, and bring peace, finally, to this war-stricken World." Now that literally meant that we had found a person so fantastically-powered that he could convince people he was their only salvation. Now that literally meant in Christian terms, he was demon-possessed like nobody had ever seen! (Ed: The Antichrist, 1Jn.2:18; Rev.13.)

AFTER READING THAT ON AUGUST 1, 1972, I DECIDED IT WAS TIME TO LOOK ELSEWHERE TO GET OUT. Now this hadn't been a new idea, before I was made a Grand Druid I had thought about getting out. So had a young actress in California that was ordered executed and left hanging with her throat cut by one foot—which is one of the tarot cards—to tell all witches that she had betrayed witchcraft and this was her death. And after seeing this and what happened to Sharon Tate, I decided I'd stay in. But now I wanted out. I didn't know how to get out and I didn't consider Christianity at all a way out, but I wanted to get out.

SO A MONTH ROLLED AROUND and I GOT DEEPER INVOLVED IN DRUGS. In fact, the night I was saved I weighed 149 pounds because I was doing $150 a day worth of methedrine speed—mainlining it—what the street people call "crystal." So I was literally in a paranoid mess anyway because of this drug, and all these plans hadn't made me any more restful.

SO ONE SATURDAY AFTERNOON A BAPTIST PREACHER CAME ACROSS ME IN ONE OF OUR OCCULT STORES. He was there because overnight, just about, he had come to realize that Witchcraft was real, when he had always considered it a fable about witches flying on broomsticks with warts on their noses and pointed hats. The way he'd found it was he'd found his daughter an initiated priestess of a Witchcraft coven! He'd caught her casting spells in her bedroom one night.

SO IT BECAME VERY REAL TO HIM, and AFTER MUCH PRAYER and FASTING, HE DECIDED TO TRACK DOWN A FEW WITCHES and see if he couldn't witness to them. He wasn't getting through to his daughter so he though he'd go to the head of it and if they got saved, maybe his daughter would get saved. So he found me in one of our occult stores called "The Spanish Bazaar" there in San Antonio and started to witness to me.

"--()--

Part Two

HE KNEW WHO I WAS BECAUSE I WAS GOING BY MY WITCHCRAFT NAME, LANCE, and just about everybody in town had seen me on television or read about me in the newspapers about Witchcraft. So he started witnessing to me and I told him in certain profanities that I didn't care for it and that I would like him to leave. So when this failed he decided that he wasn't going to get past the
demons that were in me, so he started ordering the demons to be quiet. Then he proceeded to pray for me whether I liked it or not, and the prayer went something like this:

"I DEMAND THAT SATAN STOP GIVING YOU HIS BENEFITS, INCLUDING DRUGS, I ORDER THAT TO BE SO IN THE NAME OF JESUS! And I command Satan to stop communicating with you supernaturally and I break your power of Witchcraft till you come face-to-face with the Gospel, and then I command your mind to be set free so that you can perceive the Gospel and make you own mind up."--Now this was necessary in my condition because I didn't have my own mind. And then he left.

I THOUGHT HE WAS CRAZY, SO I WENT UPSTAIRS and DID SOME MORE DRUGS because I couldn't understand why I was feeling the way I was feeling, and that was not too well at that moment. So that night, I didn't have anything to worry about, I did all my drugs up because I was expecting a very large shipment of drugs to come across at Laredo, Mexico.--Except something happened that had never happened before: The drugs got busted! The wrong guard that was not on our salary was on the border that night, and they even brought the wrong car across that had the wrong license number.

EVERYTHING THAT COULD HAVE GONE WRONG, WENT WRONG, and THE SHIPMENT WAS BUSTED and I WAS WITHOUT DRUGS. So when I found out about it, I made a few phone calls around different areas in the U.S. trying to find some drugs that could get to me very quickly. Most people had already used theirs up or were at the end of it, and I was told that I'd have some Tuesday morning--and that's a long time to wait for an addict as bad as I was!

SO ABOUT MONDAY NIGHT, LABOR DAY NIGHT, AS I WAS GOING THROUGH EXTREME PROPORTIONATE WITHDRAWAL, I got in my car and started to drive it out of the parking lot and almost drove it in the river! So I left it there and I went for a walk. I walked about four or five blocks and I came upon a movie theater. Now it was just an everyday movie theater--it's still there to this day--shows just regular pictures, not anything to do with the Christian Church, so I thought I was pretty safe. I paid my money and went in, sat down three rows back and wanted to get right into the movie.

AND THE MOVIE WAS CALLED "THE CROSS and THE SWITCHBLADE." Now that my seem funny to you, it was not funny to me at the time. So I sat there trying to make wisecracks at the movie all night and became interested in Nicky Cruz. See, you think with one mind--I think with the same mind with now as a Christian--but as a witch I thought with a different mind: Dave Wilkerson was the enemy and Nicky Cruz was the hero.

SO I SAT DOWN THERE and I THOUGHT, THIS GUY'S PRETTY GOOD, THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH HIM, maybe he'll convert the preacher over ... and then he got saved! Now that term meant nothing to us, but when he changed from the old Nicky Cruz to the new Nicky Cruz, that meant something, that was impossible!

THE CORNERSTONE OR THE WHOLE FLOOR OF WITCHCRAFT is that you cannot cast a spell, you cannot mix a potion, you cannot do a rite without a firm knowledge of astrology. It is the base for all practices in Witchcraft, and one of its teachings is that you are born a set personality and there is nothing you can do to change from that set personality, and mine was pretty raunchy as it was. (See No.107)

SO IF NICKY CRUZ CHANGED, THIS WAS A MIRACLE THAT WAS NOT UNDERSTANDABLE TO ANY WITCH. So going out of there I was in a very confused state of mind, not realizing much of what had happened even to the point that I forgot I was even going through withdrawal. And as I walked out the door a young man walked up to me, handed me this tract and said, "Here, this is for you"--and turned around and walked off! Didn't give anybody else a tract, just left, and the tract was called "Bewitched," it was on Witchcraft. (See Nos. 290, 291, 666.)

NOW, I WAS RAISED IN A SUPERNATURAL WORLD. All our lives we had spent listening to spirit guides, and since that preacher had prayed for me, my spirit guides had not said a word to me. I was in a vacuum, much described like this: Have you ever gone through a trial where you pray and pray
and you feel like you're not getting through? Well, this was the way I felt, and nothing was coming through. I was in a vacuum.

AFTER 14 YEARS OF DEPENDING UPON THESE SPIRITS TO TELL ME EVERYTHING TO DO, NOBODY WAS TELLING ME ANYTHING—because this preacher had taken authority over them and had ordered them to be quiet. And as I was reading this booklet I had sense enough to know that something was trying to get to me, something was trying to get through, but none of my spirit guides would be giving me books on Witchcraft that was telling me the Devil was behind it!

SO I THREW THE BOOK AWAY and WAS IN A BIGGER STATE OF CONFUSION THAN I'D EVER BEEN. I walked back to where my apartment was in the Casino Building, and it consists of several nightclubs back there, and I walked into one, the Club Aquarius. I walked to the back of the club and sat down in the office back there by myself and tried to think things out.

I SPENT SEVERAL HOURS TRYING TO THINK OF A CHRISTIAN CHURCH THAT I COULD GO TO and ASK QUESTIONS OF THAT WE DIDN'T OWN THE MINISTER OF. Now, that may seem kind of strange to you, but as an ex-Grand Druid it's not strange at all. Much that you see in churches that you just think is liberalism, is Taoism. I'll go over that more simply: They've taken the money and rejected the Lord!

IT'S KIND OF HARD FOR A MINISTER THAT'S NOT SOLD OUT TO GOD TO TURN DOWN HALF-A-MILLION DOLLARS if it's laid down as a bribe, and they can get even higher. In fact, one church I know of got eight million dollars in two years, and another one got ten million dollars in one year! So, they can receive some money.

ANYWAY, I DIDN'T HAVE A MEMBERSHIP LIST WITH ME SO I DIDN'T KNOW WHO WE OWNED and WHO WE DIDNT, and I was afraid to call the wrong pastor because that could get me killed. So I sat there thinking a little bit and I remembered that the night before, one of our witches that was a prostitute in a downtown area had come screaming into the nightclub the night before about the coffee house called the Greengate Club.

STRANGE PLACE ... IT USED TO BE A BURLESQUE PLACE ABOUT THREE MONTHS PRIOR TO THAT, and THIS MINISTER CAME IN and PREACHED AN UNINVITED REVIVAL . The revival took about 15 minutes and 20-some people got saved, including the dancers, bartenders, the band, people in the congregation and the husband and wife that owned the place.

SO WHEN THEY GOT SAVED THEY DECIDED TO TURN IT OVER TO A BAPTIST CHURCH that they were going to--the Baptist Church that was praying and fasting for me! Now don't confuse Jack Taylor with the Pastor that came in, he was from another church. But he couldn't get his church to pray and fast for witches since his church thought he was crazy when he said "witch." So he called up Castle Hills, which was well-known for working in the power of God, and they asked some people to pray and fast and they got about 500 people to pray and fast over that weekend that I'd get saved!-- And I firmly believe that had a lot to do with it.

SO, SHE HAD TOLD ME ABOUT THIS PLACE and SHE HAD WANTED US TO BURN IT DOWN, BUY IT OUT OR SOMETHING, BECAUSE IT WAS RUINING HER BUSINESS. I mean, here's a prostitute propositioning a soldier, and here's somebody over here preaching the Word of God to him! It doesn't work. So she was very upset, and I decided I would go look this place up. So I walked on over by the bus station and went in. It was about two in the morning and the place was supposed to close at midnight.

NOW I FIRMLY BELIEVE TO THIS DAY THAT GOD BREAKS COKE FOUNTAINS, because when I came in there the manager had stayed to fix the Coke fountain as it had broken down just as he was ready to close. So I walked in and he started witnessing to me, and it was fine for about, oh, 45 minutes to an hour, and I brought up Witchcraft. So, in a white, kind of ghostly-like face, he called the Pastor and said, "I've got this witch down here!"

AND THE PASTOR SAID, "WELL, WE'VE BEEN PRAYING and FASTING THAT HE'D GET THERE, GO AHEAD and WITNESS TO HIM. We'll just call everybody up and start praying!" So they started praying and he started witnessing to me more, and started showing me things in the Bible, started
praying for me. Pretty soon he was praying, and I was praying and the Lord was saving me!—And I've never forgotten it.

YOU SEE, I WAS BORN IN A WITCHCRAFT FAMILY WHERE I INHERITED EVERYTHING MY PARENTS HAD. In other words, I inherited their demons, or ones just like the ones they had. So I was never free from the time the doctor spanked me on the bottom in the delivery room until that night of '72. And you may have felt great when you got saved, but I don't think you felt as great as I felt when I got saved! We may argue that point.

BUT FOR THE FIRST TIME, I COULD THINK FOR MYSELF WITHOUT THIS HEAVY, LIKE COTTON IN MY HEAD, is about the only way you could describe it. And my feeling was that if they killed me going out of that place, then I would die happy!—And I walked out, not really thinking about any danger. The next night I was back and saying, "You know, I would like to live long enough to enjoy this!"

THE REASON FOR THAT IS THAT YOU DON'T LEAVE WITCHCRAFT ONCE YOU'RE INITIATED--ONCE YOU'RE IN, YOU'RE IN! To prove this point, there have been since my salvation about 500 people saved out of Witchcraft--that's not very many when you know how many millions are in--and 50 them have been killed in five years! My life is in danger all the time, my wife's and myself, and all the people that have come out.

THEY START AT $10,000 BOUNTIES and WORK UP TO SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND, but it's not just witches. I have a few contacts still back in the Illuminati that will do me favors every once in awhile; they don't understand why I would want to be a Christian, but they don't think I'm all that bad. Well, I had them run a computer check through one of the computers they have in New York that the occult owns to keep tabs on everybody.

I WANTED TO CHECK OUT A FEW OF THE CHRISTIAN MINISTERS THAT I MIGHT KNOW THAT HAVE THIS SAME PROBLEM, and Brother Berry's name came up and they've got $10,000 on that man's head. Jack Chick of Chick Publications, Dr. Van Impe, Joe Boyd, Dan Hartree, my pastor Roland Rasmussen and many others, to go on and on. The witches have felt these men are such a danger to them that they have decided that they are better dead than alive and are willing to spend millions of dollars to make sure it happens.

SO IT IS A WARFARE, and IT GOES ON, and IT'S GETTING WORSE and WORSE, and we had to pray much before we came out to the East Coast. Everybody said I was crazy when I moved to L.A. to minister to the people out there, but they don't know the East Coast! It's been an experience, and we ask that you pray for us as we go around ministering.

MY WIFE IS USUALLY WITH ME ON THE ROAD, but she had to go back to Los Angeles on an emergency, and we ask that you pray for her while she's on the road. I think what I'll do now is simply open it for your questions and I hope that I have the answers. If you have a question, just raise your hand. Let's see if we can do this without turning the lights out. Yeah, we can, praise the Lord! (Shows:)

THESE ARE TYPES OF JEWELRY THAT WERE CREATED BY DEMONIC INSTRUCTION TO VERY IMPORTANT PEOPLE. Christians are astonished when I tell them that the greatest Wizard that ever lived, male witch, was King Solomon. When he backslid he really backslid! And as great as his writings were in our Bible, they were as great in the Witchcraft bible! The very initiation rites and how to prepare Witchcraft bibles, how to conjure demons up, everything, even how to commit human sacrifice are writings that he created.

AND BEFORE I TELL YOU WHAT THEY MEAN I WANT TO SAY THIS: IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO BUY THIS JEWELRY, except for the Ankh outside of a witchcraft store until a few years ago. They were hand-made by silversmiths belonging to the priesthood and sold only to initiated witches in occult stores. Since then, the Illuminati have decided that one of the greatest tricks they could play on the Christians was to put this jewelry around their necks and on their hands.
THE REASON IS, THIS STUFF ATTRACTS DEMONS, THEY CLING AROUND WHERE IT'S AT. Now, if you're shocked to see the Star of David up there, that's because it's just recently been called the Star of David. For thousands of years it was called the Hexagram or the Crest of Solomon.

NOW WHEN A WITCH WANTS TO PRACTICE WITCHCRAFT, SHE'LL GET IN A PENTAGRAM, that's the five-pointed star in the circle, their strongest form of protection. Then they will lay this six-pointed star, or hexagram—which means "to hex" or to cast black magic or to put a spell on somebody—they'll put it in a circle on the floor and this will cause the demons to appear at their instruction.

IT IS THE MOST EVIL OF SIGNS IN WITCHCRAFT. I know I may not be getting through to you what I'm trying to get through, but it's dangerous to have it. The pentagram, the pinnacle with the one point up, means Witchcraft; two points up means demon-worship or Satanism.

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT THE EASTERN STAR SYMBOL IS A TWO POINTS UP, FIVE-POINTED STAR. This symbolizes the goat head, which Satanists believe is representative of the Devil, and they use this goat head and worship it like they are worshipping the Devil.

THE ANKH MEANS THAT YOU DESPISE VIRGINITY, believe in fertility rites, practice fertility rites and worship the sun god Ra. The sun god Ra is the Egyptian name for Lucifer.

THE PEACE SYMBOL UP THERE IS NOT THE PEACE SYMBOL. I didn't have to do the initiation that contained the broken cross because I was born into Witchcraft & it wasn't necessary, & people who have no Christian background do not have to do it. But if a person raised in a Christian church--whether they were Christian or not--wants to join Witchcraft, they would have to take a ceramic cross & turn it upside-down & break the cross bars down, symbolizing their rejection of Calvary & the Christian Church.

THIS IS SAID TO BRING YOU PEACE OF MIND WHILE YOU PRACTICE WITCHCRAFT, that's where it got the word "Peace Symbol" from. We called it the Peace Symbol for the last 20 years, they've called it the Broken Cross for the last several hundred. Now which are you going to believe?

AFTER THAT YOU HAVE WHAT IS CALLED THE UNICORN'S HORN, OR THE ITALIAN HORN IS WHAT THEY ARE CALLING IT NOW SO THEY CAN SELL IT. Literally, the translation is: "You trust the Devil for your finance." If you don't trust the Devil for your finance, don't wear it. I can guarantee it has just the opposite reaction in a Christian's life. The last symbol is the symbol that initiated priests & priestesses, coven members, wear to show they have been initiated.

NOW CHRISTIANS ASK ME, "WHAT'S THIS GOT TO DO WITH THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH?--WE DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT IT!" This morning we cast demons out of a young man who got delivered from this who had his initiation scar on his wrist who was a counselor & a member of Word of Life Ministries, the Word of Life Christian Club Ministries. They are everywhere, people!

THE YOUNG LADY WHO TOOK MY PLACE GREW UP, WAS RAISED & WAS A MEMBER OF THOMAS ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH in Lynchburg, Virginia, Jerry Falwell's church. Jerry doesn't know it, but that's where she grew up & was raised, & she now sits on the Council of 13. So, they are everywhere. Next question? (Question inaudible on tape.) Well, the Bilderbergers are in the 500. I didn't know you would know that term, so I didn't use it.

(QUESTION ABOUT TRILATERAL COUNCIL.) I'm sure you couldn't see the pyramid, but it was on the pyramid. The Trilateral Council is the Inner Council of the CFR, Council of Foreign Relations, which is the American name for the Illuminati. They are not there without full knowledge & they are handcuffed by David Rockefeller, the leader of the Illuminati in the United States. OK? (Inaudible question.) I don't know. I wasn't over that state.

LET ME ASK YOU A QUESTION, IS IT A UNITED METHODIST CHURCH? Well, that's because the United Methodist Church has accepted the Omega Brotherhood, an organization started in Phoenix by United Methodist members who believe séances are Christian practice, & it is now accepted in the United Methodist Church. So he can be that & not be kicked out.
(QUESTION: WOULD YOU BRIEFLY OUTLINE THE STEPS REMAINING IN THE WORLD TAKEOVER PLAN BETWEEN NOW & 1980?) If the Pastor has no objections, OK. The reason I ask this is that it can be pretty frightening & pretty unbelievable. I like to leave that to the last question so they'll believe everything else I have to say before I say this! They usually reject everything after that because they're sitting around in shock!

WHAT REMAINS IS THIS, THEY ARE IN THE PROCESS OF A TRIAL-&-ERROR RIGHT NOW, & THEY TEST THINGS. Last year they tested what it would be like to be without fuel to heat your homes. This year they are going to see if they can't starve you, absolutely shut all electricity off in the East Coast. Now the timetable in the book Atlas Shrugs ended with this: "When the lights of New York City go out for the last time, we will have the World!"

NOW, THAT MEANT THAT TOWARDS THE END THEY ARE GOING TO CUT THE CITIES OFF COMPLETELY. There'll be a Teamsters strike, nothing will move for months, I mean nothing will move. These strikes will be more violent than the coal miners' strikes are right now, & the coal miners will strike again.

THEY ARE IN THE PROCESS OF DESTROYING ALL STORED FOOD & FARMLAND IN THE FARMER'S STRIKE so that we will be without any food in the cities or in the country or anywhere except what is in the Federal storehouses. The air controllers will strike & nothing will fly over the skies of the U.S. except military flights. The longshoremen will strike & nothing will come off the boats, & the train engineers will strike & nothing will move. In other words, nothing is going to move at all.

NOW IF YOU LIVE IN A LARGE CITY, HOW ARE YOU GOING TO GET YOUR FOOD if they don't bring it to you? Everything will be paralyzed, nothing will move. At the same time there will be riot & revolution within the United States, in fact the whole World will be in it.

IT SEEMS STRANGE, & CHRISTIANS CANNOT GRASP THAT A MASS MURDERER LIKE CHARLES MANSON WILL BE RELEASED FROM PRISON. You should have heard the vote when he was up for release a month ago. He was kept there by two votes. Two votes kept him from leaving prison. Now, they didn't want him out, & let me explain something, he did not go there because the jury found him guilty.

THEY COULD NOT HAVE SENT HIM TO PRISON IF THE ILLUMINATI DID NOT WANT HIM TO GO. He went there for a reason, & we have talked to prison officials across the U.S. & people belonging to the motorcycle clubs & so on, & we have received the same answer: He has them united.

THERE IS A MASS ARMY WITHIN EVERY PRISON FROM COAST TO COAST. They have been promised weapons, military weapons. To verify this, the U.S. Army has said, & so has the Marine Corps, that in the last five years they have lost many of their small arms weapons to theft in the United States. That includes hand-held ground-to-air, heat-seeking missiles that can take a DC-10 out of the sky at 40,000 feet. One of the largest storehouses is in Baltimore & the second largest is in Philadelphia for these weapons, so they are very close to you.

HE HAS BEEN GATHERING AN ARMY, & OUTSIDE OF PRISON IT AMOUNTS TO OVER 100,000 PROFESSIONALLY-TRAINED MILITARY PEOPLE. They have been hiring ex-Green Berets, Rangers, Navy, to train them in camps--one is down in West Virginia to give you an example--to train them in special forces tactics. Every one of them is as trained as a Green Beret, & that is very well-trained! Manson will be released either next year or the following year, they haven't decided yet.

I'LL TELL YOU THIS, THE ONE THING THAT WILL HOLD THEIR PLAN UP IS IF THEY DON'T GET THE GUN LAW PASSED. These people will refuse to go out & cause havoc if people will be shooting back at them, so they have been promised that all the guns will be confiscated before they make their move. Now, they have been promised they will get this country, what they don't know is they have been set up.

THEY HAVE BEEN SET UP JUST SO THEY WILL KILL A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF PEOPLE: The figure at the present is that in the first year, one million people will be butchered. I use that term because that is about how to describe what will happen, & I will leave it to your imagination & your prayer life as to who is scheduled to be killed.
THIS IS JUST SO THAT THEY CAN GET THE NATIONAL GUARD CALLED OUT. They recently passed a law that gives the President the right to suspend the Constitution & Congress & call Martial Law & call out the military. Now that would seem too harsh to us right now, but what happens when millions of people are getting shot at & killed?—Then they will be calling for it to happen! That's some of the stuff that's coming about. Some of it is legislation that is being passed right now.

HOUSE BILL 41 WENT THROUGH THE HOUSE & IS BEFORE THE SENATE RIGHT NOW. If it passes, it will pull much of the Federal tax deduction status of many of the Christian churches, & the ones that keep it, the people who give to them, their names will be printed with their addresses, their phone numbers & their work addresses of every giver in every Post Office in the United States. It's called House Bill 41. This will give those radicals your dwelling address & where you work so that they can come & look you up!

ANOTHER ONE WAS THE MARTIAL LAW ACT, WHICH HAS BEEN PASSED, & THE ANTI-HOARDING ACT. It is the one thing they fear. See, the whole thing is, if you can be independent of Federal help, their plan won't work. You must be dependent on the Federal Government for every bite of food, every light bulb in your house & every warmth that you feel coming through your homes. You must be dependent upon them.

NOW THE ANTI-HOARDING ACT FORBIDS YOU TO STORE OVER ONE-MONTH'S FOOD SUPPLY, to store medical supplies or fuel supplies over a month at a time. There is a reason for it--their reason. The last one is called the Genocide Act, some of you may have heard of it. They defeated it eight years ago but now it looks like it is going to get passed, it's before the Senate now.

IT CAN PUT YOU IN FEDERAL PRISON FOR CONVERTING SOMEBODY FROM THE FAITH THAT THEY WERE BORN INTO BY THEIR PARENTS. In other words, if you convert & Catholic, a Jew or a witch, & their parents press charges, you an go to Federal Penitentiary for it, & it's getting ready to pass now. (Inaudible question.) Well, you're talking to an ex-Illuminatist who knows that there is no such thing.

ANYBODY COMING OUT OF THE ILLUMINATI CAN TELL YOU THAT THE COMMUNIST PARTY IS RUN BY ILLUMINATISTS, NOT COMMUNISTS. History will show it, that sometime back in 1776, Adrian Pike--then the head of the Illuminati, also head of the Masons at the time--said that they needed to create a political party that would frighten the World & keep it fighting each other until they could bring peace to the World--& then Karl Marx showed up. Now if you go to the British Museum, you can find two checks for several thousand pounds made out to Karl Marx, signed by Nathan Rothschild. OK?!

AND I CAN GO INTO MUCH HISTORY ABOUT THE COMMUNIST PARTY, HOW LENIN & TROTSKY BOTH STAYED AT THE KRUPP MANSION IN NEW YORK, financed by Rockefeller & Krupp & Swifts & others: How they put four million dollars worth of Jacob Swift's gold to finance the revolution, sailed from New York Harbor where their ship was confiscated by the British Government as it tried to run a blockade during WWI.--How Woodrow Wilson called & ordered their release so America wouldn't go into the War, & how they were sent on their way. There's much history about it.

(QUESTION: WHAT DOES WITCHCRAFT HAVE TO DO WITH THE MASONS?) Well, other than the 33 highest Masons who are on the Council of 33, most Masons do not realize that they have taken the same rites that makes a person a witch. They have taken the same rites to become a Mason, except that we cut our wrists & they don't cut their wrists, that's the only differences!

IT IS EXACTLY THE SAME. I could lay a drawing of our temple down, your temple is laid out the same. I can describe our Witchcraft rites, yours are exactly the same. We've been doing it for 8000 years--what's your excuse?

(Question about the organizations involved.)

LET ME READ OFF THE ORGANIZATIONS REAL QUICK: B'nai B'rith; American Civil Liberties Union; the Scottish Rites--by the way, Witchcraft is supposed to be the old religion of Scotland; the New York Rites; the Jaycees; & I want to explain about the Junior Chamber of Commerce. We in the
Illuminati needed a group to fund & to finance the training of the radical groups that would be used later—the Jr. Chamber of Commerce was the group chosen to do the funding. The Masonic Lodges, both the White & the Blue; the Knights of Columbus; the Knights of Philistivis & the Oddfellows.

NOW, I WANT TO SAY SOMETHING ABOUT THESE LODGES: THAT MEANS ITS LEADERS USE THESE ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEIR PURPOSES, that does not mean that the members of those organizations know what's going on. Clear back after our Revolutionary War—you can find this in the Adams Chronicles—John Adams wrote George Washington asking him to beware of Thomas Jefferson & Alexander Hamilton & their misuse of the Masonic Lodges which Washington was a member of, & this is a direct quote: "Because they were using it for Illuminati purposes & the worship of Lucifer."

NOW I HAVE IN MY CAR PHOTOSTATIC COPIES OF BOOKS HANDED ONLY TO CHOSEN ONES IN THE 32nd—that means just the ones they've handpicked out of the 32nd Level & the 33rd Level—describing the initiation of the 33rd Level Masons, also describing what they thought of Jesus—believe me, it's not polite!—& who the true God is.

THEY CONSIDER JESUS TO BE THE IMPERSONATOR & the true god is Lucifer, & that's in black-&-white out of Masonic books. Now I've got them in my car, & if it gets into a debate after the service, I can go get'm & let you read'm out of your own books! Next question?

(Q: BEFORE I WAS SAVED I HAD A DECK OF TAROT CARDS, & right after James Bond came out I got rid of them because I started feeling I was getting answers & some of those answers were taking place & I was scared.) Oh, I'm sure. You got your answers from demons. (Q: Yeah, that's what scared me.) If you had read the 18th Chapter of Deuteronomy, you wouldn't have done it. You could have been stoned to death in the Old Testament for it.

(Q: ARE THE CARDS SET UP A CERTAIN WAY? Does it mean something the way the cards are set up?) Every drawing means something, & the demons control how they fall & use'm. But they can only be 90% accurate. Nothing in Witchcraft is ever 100% accurate. OK, next?

(Q: WHAT ARE THE ILLUMINATI PLANS FOR ISRAEL?) THEY WILL USE ISRAEL TO GAIN CONTROL OF THE WORLD. All nations except the United States will go after Israel just before they take over the World, it's called World War III, & Jimmy Carter with the U.S. Government will step in & save Israel. (Dad: Already happening!) Right now, Carter is losing popularity. Don't let that deceive you, give him a year, he'll be a god to many people. OK?

THAT'S ALL I CAN TELL YOU RIGHT NOW, IF I TOLD YOU EVERYTHING I'D LOSE YOU. Just hang in there. I said what I've said tonight five years ago & people were ready to lynch me; now they're listening to me because they can see it in the newspaper, OK? (Question: What can we as Christians do?) Pray!

I'LL TELL YOU THIS, THE ONLY THING THE ILLUMINATI FEAR, AS I SAID, IS AN INDEPENDENT PERSON who can live, eat, sleep & defend themselves separate from Federal help. You see, they tried twice before; they have never been this organized, OK? They've tried twice before in 200 years to rule the World & came very close. Once during Napoleon & once during WWI, they came extremely close to gaining the World both times. Now let's pray that the Lord messes up their plans one more time. I haven't seen it happen yet, but I'd like to see it happen!

(Q: IS ROCK MUSIC AN OUTGROWTH OF WITCHCRAFT?)—YOU CAN'T PRACTICE WITCHCRAFT WITHOUT IT! Now when I was in there, I was president of the largest booking agency-
they've had to change their name since then because of the publicity I've been giving them—but at the time they were called Zodiac Productions. I knew most of the rock groups in the United States—I still do. Some of my closest friends are like David Crosby from Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, & Graham Nash & others that are around there, & I still talk to many of them.

Most of the rock groups are members of a witchcraft church. That doesn't mean they've been initiated, it means that's their religion, & when they do a song they'll ask the witch coven or the temple to cast a spell over that song so that it will become a hit & sell. Now what takes place when a witch casts a spell is they order a lot of demos to do things. They don't know that's what they do, but that's in essence what happens.

Now that means when you go buy an album & you take it home with you, it's like buying a box of Cracker Jacks: you get a free surprise—it's called a demon! It goes along with the record. Now much of the music is written in witch language by witches. Elton John has made the statement that he has never written a song or sung a song that was not written in witch language, example: "Beyond the Yellow Brick Road" is 100% witch language.

That's why many songs, you don't understand. That's why many people who listen to them don't understand until they get high on drugs & then all of a sudden the meanings start coming to them. Many songs have been written in witch language such as the whole album by Carole King called "Tapestry."

The book of prophecy to witches is the double white album that the Beatles produced containing the song "Helter Skelter." Every song in it is prophecy. Oh, let's see—"Horse with No Name", "One Tin Soldier", I could list thousands of songs that were written this way. They definitely have demonic influence behind them.

Parents, I want to say this to you, have you noticed the increase of rebellion in teenagers in the home? The reason is, it's your fault. You let them listen to it. It stirs up rebellion. It's not the words in the song, it's the music. Witches know it; they hit certain chords on purpose. As many people that have once been in hypnosis, like Dr. Berry when he was younger was involved in hypnosis can tell you. (See "Musical Key," No.326.)

The music is hypnotic. It stirs up a war-like nature in the young people. Now they're going to "boo" me when this is over, but it's still the truth anyway. Now if you want to have them stay the way they are & you want to baby 'em, because you're afraid they might get mad at you & run away from home or something, you go ahead & let them keep on playing it because they're going to do it anyway.

--Or you go home & you break the records & you burn the covers! Now, when witches get saved, nobody tells them to get out of rock music. When they hand their Witchcraft items over to be burned—you notice I said burned, not just thrown in the trashcan, it's Scriptural—they hand their records over too, because they've lived a in a World of the supernatural & they know the supernatural is tied in with music.

Now, the most perfect description of Lucifer that ever existed is in the 28th chapter of Ezekiel on the King of Tyrus. It describes Lucifer being created with musical instruments imbedded in his body. It's true, as a person who has seen him, it's true. He thinks he's a god & therefore he must have music because gods must have music. (See also Isa.14:4-21.)

Now, you can go ahead & let his music be played in your home if you choose, or you can become a stronger Christian & get rid of it! You're the parents, the parents are the ones. The kids are not going to answer for it.

(Inaudible question.)

No, it would become an effect. It's strange because they wouldn't have gotten attacked without Christian help.
SEE, WITCHCRAFT NEVER SACRIFICES ANYTHING THAT THEY DON'T GAIN 10,000 MORE, & when they lost the battle on purpose in court with the Moonies, that set the stage for the Genocide Act. While we were yelling, "Yeah, get them out of those false cults & rehabilitate them!" we were setting the stage for our own downfall. You don't give up freedom to a certain group without losing it yourself. They've always set it up this way, & I'm always surprised at how easy Christians fall into it. (Ed: Amen!)

(Question: How do you feel about the John Birch Society?) How do I feel about them? Did you see that pyramid? I'm against any organization whose leaders are 33rd Level Masons, & their leader is a 33rd Level Mason. Now, he's taken off his Masonic ring in the last couple of years, but he is still a 33rd Level Mason. You cannot hit the Illuminati & be part of it.

THE ILLUMINATI KNOWS THE PEOPLE ARE GOING TO FIND OUT ABOUT THEM, people found out about them without my help. Brother Berry knew about them before I came along. So we find out about them, & the best thing they can do is call your attention towards something else & say that's that. So they have reflected the attention on Zionism & have said that's where it's at. The only problem is that most of the people in the Illuminati aren't Jews. Their founders were Jews by birth, but not by religion.

BUT MOST OF ITS LEADERS, EXCEPT FOR THE ROTHSCILDS, ARE GAELIC: SCOTCH OR FRENCH GAELIC. It's got nothing to do with Jews. My family & most of the people serving on the Grand Druid, their family trees go back to the pagan temples in Rome & Greece & England, to the original priesthood. Some go back as far as Egypt & Babylon. It's got nothing to do with the Jews.

SO I DON'T LIKE THEM. I DON'T LIKE ANYBODY THAT'S A HATE GROUP FOR ONE THING, & I've heard too much hate doctrine about the Birch Society. See, I'm not choosy about who I hit!--Ha! (Inaudible question.) Did everybody understand what he was saying?

A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN IN THE OCCULT & BEEN SAVED, ARE THEY MORE TROUBLED BY DEMONS THAN A PERSON WHO HAS NEVER BEEN THERE?--Yes, if they haven't been through a deliverance. But at the same time, they are a bigger weapon against the Devil. You can't trick a witch with false doctrine, they've heard them all. You can't pass off a phony Christian on a witch, & you can't pass a witch off on them that's a Christian.--They've been there, they know what to spot.

THAT'S WHY I LOOK AT A PERSON'S EYES WHEN I TALK TO THEM. If that person has demonic influence in their life, I want to know about it, I want to know who I'm talking to & who I'm not talking to. And when you've lived in a supernatural world & you have dealt with demons like witches have, it's no different when you spot them in a person who's professing to be a Christian who isn't living the life.

SO THEY ARE A STRONGER WEAPON AGAINST THE DEVIL, BECAUSE THEY SERVED HIM. See, as close as we are to Jesus now, as loving & compassionate as the relationship we have with Him now, that's how we felt about the Devil, whether we knew he was the Devil or not. And so when you are that close to something, you know about it.

IF YOU BACKSLIDE YOU STILL KNOW ABOUT CHRISTIANITY, SO A BACKSLIDDEN SAVED WITCH KNOWS ABOUT WITCHCRAFT--IT'S THE SAME THING. But they do have problems, & needless to say, the Devil doesn't like it, so we're hit a little harder than maybe somebody else might be. But at the same time, we grow faster & stronger because of it.

(Inaudible question.)

YES, WE ARE STARTING A RETREAT. As I told you, many people have been killed that have come out of it. It has gotten so that witches aren't trusting to come out of it now. Very few are coming out because of the fear, & there is no place for them to go. I mean, when you ask a Christian, "Will you let this witch come into your home so they'll have a place to stay?"--& all of a sudden you visualize people throwing grenades through your window & shooting up your house, you change your mind!--Because that's probably what will happen.

SO, WE HAVE DECIDED TO BUILD A RETREAT SOMEWHERE IN THE WILDERNESS COUNTRY somewhere on the West Coast--I'm not going to say where--an armed retreat where these people can
be safe till they grow, & then they can either leave the retreat or they can stay. And it will serve a
double purpose--I don't want to go into--later for Christians. But right now, that's its purpose, & we're
believing that it will get built. We need $50,000, & in the month-&-a-half since we have been trying to
raise the money, my pastor's received $25.

SO, YOU SEE, IT'S KIND OF HARD TO CONVINCE CHRISTIANS THAT A PLACE LIKE THIS IS
NEEDED when they can go home to their safe house every night, not realizing that for a witch to
become saved or a witch to leave Witchcraft, their life is in extreme danger & they probably will be
killed. It's easy to feel safe when you're safe. I guess that's why I feel it, because I'm in danger all the
time, so I know how they feel. And I've had many a close friend that have become Christians & then
been killed, so we are trying to build such a retreat.

(QUESTION: CAN A PERSON BE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A DEMON & PROFESS TO BE A
CHRISTIAN & NOT KNOW IT?) Oh, I really don't think ... yeah, I guess you can. I have to look at it
from your point of view. A woman that was a Christian was at Brother Berry's church this morning &
we put her through a deliverance. In other words, we cast the demons out of her.

SHE WAS NOT POSSESSED--A CHRISTIAN CANNOT BE POSSESSED, I WANT TO MAKE THAT
CLEAR--but she had demonic spiritual influences. She had tried to take her life, she was going into
fits of depression to where her prayer life could not conquer them. She hadn't in 18 months felt the joy
that she felt this morning when it was over. When you can no longer crucify the flesh, & it goes
beyond just crucifying the flesh, then it's time you cast out the demon. (Q: This is done by prayer?)
That's how it's done.

IT'S DONE THROUGH PRAYER & THE BLOOD & THE NAME OF JESUS. I don't pray to it, I just tell
the devil to get out! Actually, it is very well noted, you can do it for yourself if you have the faith.
Actually, they are the ones that are doing it anyway; we just have to say a prayer of rejection & we
just take authority over them, but they could do the same thing if they believed it.

(QUESTION: IS TEX WATSON, THE FELLOW WHO KILLED SHARON TATE, BORN AGAIN?)
That's what he says, yeah. (Q: And he is in prison now. Will he be released & is he a witch?) But
you've got to understand something, if Tex a was born-again Christian he would tell all. There's been
several people who are supposed to be born again of that group & they have not told anything. If they
were born again, they'd be telling all, & they're not. That's why I don't believe it. You can believe it if
you choose, but I don't, because I know Manson, he's an old buddy of mine.

I KNOW WHAT WENT ON & IT WASN'T A MASS KILLING, IT WAS A CONTRACT KILLING. Even
the police who tried them knew that, but they didn't want to press it in the trial because they didn't
think they could get a conviction if they pressed a conspiracy theory behind it. And I talked with the
police officers behind it. No, I don't believe it. If Tex was born again & he was in prison, they'd be
trying to kill him for one thing.

MANSON RUNS THE PRISONS, NOTHING GOES ON IN THERE THAT HE DOESN'T GIVE THE
ORDERS TO, & that's from the very security guards that work there. Well, I don't accept it, I'm sorry,
but I came out of that world & I realize ... let me give you this: (See "Carter the Poor Example,”
No.909.)

THEY RECENTLY ASKED ANITA BRYANT WHETHER JIMMY CARTER WAS A CHRISTIAN OR
NOT, & this was her answer. I'll use this as an example, & I loved what her answer was. Christians
are so gullible & I really appreciate Anita for this, she said, "You're not a Christian because you say
you're born again, you're a Christian if you have the fruit of the Spirit--does he?" That's the whole
question. If the fruit's there, they're Christians. If it's not there, you're going to grow up thorns & not
apples, OK? That's all I can tell you. Yes?

(QUESTION REGARDING ROCK MUSIC IN THE CHURCH:)

YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT JESUS ROCK. I mentioned a church earlier that we spent 8 million dollars
in two years to build in Costa Mesa, California. They started Jesus Rock music. The reason for the 8
million dollars was to put rock music in churches that did not allow rock music. It's not what's sung on
the tune, it's the music.
(QUESTION: CAN A PERSON BE A MEMBER OF A FUNDAMENTAL CHURCH & ACTUALLY BE A WITCH & NOT A CHRISTIAN?)

ABSOLUTELY! They've spent millions of dollars putting "plants" in Fundamental churches around the United States. They train them in Christian beliefs. The newest form of blasphemy by a witch towards the Christian God is to sit there & praise the Lord & act like a Christian, laughing the whole time. Absolutely.

THAT'S WHAT REGINA, THE GIRL THAT TOOK MY PLACE DID. Her main thrust was to keep an eye on Jerry Falwell's church while she was Witch Queen of Virginia, & she was so good at it they made her a Grand Druid when I resigned. So there's a lot of it. In fact the church that reached me had four High Priestesses attending the church, & had it in a mess until they started finding out what was going on & took a hand & corrected the matter.

THEY HAVE TRIED RECENTLY TO GET WITCHCRAFT, THAT'S MAINLY THE OUIJA BOARD & SÉANCES, IN MANY CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOLS. Because 95% of the people inducted into witchcraft in the last couple of years were inducted by their junior high & high school teachers in the public school system, by teachers that were scholarshipped & funded & put through college, that were coven members just so they could spread witchcraft. And so through many liberal practices at schools, they've been using Christian schools, so now they are trying to get in the Christian schools. OK?

(QUESTION ABOUT POLITICS.)

I DON'T KNOW, I DON'T KEEP TABS ON THAT. The only thing I know about politics is what was happening when I got in, & I try to stay away from politics. I was very politically-minded when I was a witch. I try to stay very Christian-minded & you can't do both. I'll take this one & then I'm going to close. Yes?

(QUESTION: WHAT YOU SAID ABOUT DEMONS BEING AROUND WITCHCRAFT BOOKS; WHY DO YOU CARRY YOUR BOOKS?)

What books? (Q: About the Masonic Temple.) Oh, those books aren't the same books. The two books that I have--& I don't have any with me tonight--one is written by Charles Finney who was saved out of the Masons, & another one was the first man executed by the Illuminati for betraying them, Captain Morgan. And this is the reason I carry those two books, because they expose. But I don't believe that a Christian can have books written by witches in their libraries & get away with it, & I don't own any. I burned all mine when I got saved.

(Dialogue Ends)

--()--
Another Lecture

(Dialogue Begins)

WE HAD TO REALLY PRAY BEFORE WE COULD MAKE IT TO THE SERVICE TONIGHT, my wife & myself. We've been battling the flu & coughs. We've been pushing & we've opened ourselves up & weakened our bodies down.

LITERALLY WHAT I'M GOING TO DO IS TEACH OUT OF A BOOK THAT WE JUST DID FOR CHICK PUBLICATIONS about a month ago which should be seen in your Christian bookstores in about six months. It took 6 or 8 months to do the artwork on it, a book that we could write in about two days, & it's called The Angel of Light.

AND WHAT WE'RE GOING TO DO IS TAKE THE DEVIL'S SPIRITUAL KINGDOM & HIS PHYSICAL KINGDOM. The reason I want to do it this way is many people, many political organizations, conservative political organizations specifically, find the Illuminati in their journeys. I mean it's kinda' hard if you're going to fool around with politics & history not to see the conspiracy. But they look at this little thing over here, & they see a war is happening, or they look over here at this little political movement & they miss the whole picture because they look at it from the outside.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO LOOK AT THE ILLUMINATI FROM THE OUTSIDE UNLESS YOU UNDERSTAND ITS STRUCTURE. Physical minds & computers cannot come up with the Conspiracy as powerful & as direct, as workable, that has hundreds of different little conspiracies off of it, that do not know that it's all one big Conspiracy.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO DO SOMETHING LIKE THIS WITHOUT A SUPERNATURAL DIRECTION. We have a supernatural direction in the Christian Church, that's how come the Christian Church grew, we have the Holy Spirit leading us. Well, they have the Prince & Power of the Air. They have Lucifer leading them, & this is something I want to go into.

I WANT TO DESCRIBE HIM & GO INTO HIM IN THE WORD & MY EXPERIENCES, & then we're going to go into his physical kingdom, the Illuminati. If you have paper & pencil with you tonight, I recommend that you get it out, because I doubt that you're going to hear the things that you're going to hear here tonight quite like you're going to hear them tonight!

WHILE YOU'RE DOING THAT, I'D LIKE TO ASK THAT YOU TURN TO EZEKIEL THE 28TH CHAPTER STARTING IN VERSE 11, & we're going to read about 19 Scriptures here tonight in this Chapter. The 28th Chapter of Ezekiel is a prophecy given by Ezekiel who received it of the Lord. The Lord commanded him to give it. He was prophesying unto Satan himself. The prophet of the Lord stood there & prophesied unto Satan.

WE HAVE A CONFUSING PICTURE BECAUSE OF MANY PAINTINGS & MANY SUNDAY SCHOOL STORIES, that are based on tradition about the Devil's fall, & when we got into The Angel of Light we realized how many traditions we were going to shatter. But we had come to a conclusion before we wrote it that unless it said it in the Word--& no reading in between the lines, please--unless it said it directly in the Word we weren't going to put it down. We were going to put it down in the Word. And then I stood over here & said, well that's exactly the way it was in the occult.--And we matched the two of them up & they matched perfectly.

SO WE'RE NOT GOING TO TAKE YOU THROUGH ANY TRADITIONS TONIGHT, so if you have a lot of Baptist traditions you're going to get a lot of it shattered tonight between this chapter & the 24th chapter of Matthew, & you're going to walk out of here either a changed person or ready to Lynch the pastor & myself! But let's take this tonight & I want the young people to pay attention to this.

THIS IS THE MOST PERFECT DESCRIPTION OF LUCIFER & when you're gone & if you're still listening to the garbage that you call music today, you need to get re-saved. Because this is the Scripture for it, read with me: "Moreover the Word of the Lord came unto me, saying..." Now I want to say something here about this chapter.
HE'S PROPHESYING TO THE PRINCE OF TYRUS. & many people believe that this was ... I can't think of this name now, but anyway, the ruler of Babylon. And if you'll get in Isaiah where it talks about Lucifer the fallen star, before he started prophesying to Lucifer, Isaiah was prophesying to the same ruler. (Isa.14:4.)

THE REASON FOR THIS IS THE PERFECT DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUMINATI--& the Illuminati didn't even exist in its organized form at that time--it's because there was a ruler, a prince. A power was a ruler, & then there was the king over that prince, so it was the power behind that Earthly ruler. (See "Satan, King of Empires!" ML #961, Vol.8.)

AND THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE AREN'T LOOKING TODAY & ARE NOT PAYING ATTENTION TO EPHESIANS 6:12 TODAY. They're not looking at things with a supernatural stance behind the physical. While Walter Cronkite or somebody else gets on television & says this is happening, you ought to get down on your knees & say, "Lord, what's really happening?"--because it's not the way they're telling it! "Son of man, take up a lamentation upon the King of Tyrus, & say unto him, Thus saith the Lord God; Thou sealest up the sum, full of wisdom, & perfect in beauty."

THE FIRST THING WE WANT TO POINT OUT ABOUT LUCIFER IS, WHEN HE WAS CREATED HE WAS THE COMPLETE SUM OF ALL BEAUTY & WISDOM. You see, God wasn't created, but never had a created creature ever been created with such beauty & such wisdom, & that was Lucifer, "Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God, every precious stone was thy covering"--& it lists the stones & gold. And on down it lists, "The workmanship of thy tabrets & of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created."--He was created with musical instruments imbedded in his body, that's how he was created!

YOU SEE, LUCIFER IS TRYING TO BE A GOD IN THIS PROPHECY, & we'll go on in it. He's trying to be a god, he's trying to be as great as God. He's trying to build a kingdom in the sides of the mountain of the North & so on, & it's a description of God's Kingdom. He knows that music was created for God, dance was created for God. He knows that if he is going to be a god he is going to have to have music.

YOU CAN'T BE A GOD WITHOUT MUSICAL WORSHIP, SO HE HAS CREATED HIS OWN MUSIC. It's not just Rock, I get sick of people saying just Rock. I'm down on all music except the music that is created for the Lord. The reason I'm particularly down on Country & Western, & if you ever listen to it, it's worse that Rock! It's more about lust, it's more about drinking, it's more about fighting than any other thing, & recently it's even begun to be about witchcraft.

--(--)--

Part Three

SEE, WITCHES DON'T SAY "WITCHCRAFT" & THEY DON'T SAY "WITCHES," THEY SAY "PRACTICERS" or something like this, & they say "the force," for those who've been to "Star Wars." They say "the force," so they describe him as "the force." Now Tom C. Hall has come out with a song called, "The Force," & the music is the background music for witchcraft ceremonies, it's his music to the words of that song.

AND IN "STAR WARS"--WHICH IS THE BIGGEST THING THAT WITCHCRAFT HAS EVER DONE TO SPREAD ITS DOCTRINE--in "Star Wars" & in this song they say, "And may the force be with you till we're apart." This is almost identical to what witches say when they greet & part, so it's not by accident, People, nothing is by accident anymore. If I can get anything across to you tonight, you're going to walk out of here saying there's nothing that happens by accident.

"THOU ART THE ANOINTED CHERUB THAT COVERETH"--HE COVERED GOD'S THRONE, he was the chosen cherub. Now one of the traditions about Lucifer is that he was one of three archangels. Quickly, can anybody find a Scripture for that in the Bible?--It doesn't exist! That's a tradition. That's the problem, you've got too many traditions! He was a cherub, he wasn't an archangel, there's a difference. The Jews go in much more deeply than we do on angels, they still believe in the angels instead of believing in the Holy Spirit.
BUT I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT THE DEVIL'S KINGDOM SUPERNATURALLY IS SET UP TO COUNTERFEIT GOD'S, & HE HAS SEVEN PRINCIPALITIES. He has set his spiritual kingdom up identical with God's Kingdom & there are seven—he wasn't one of them. A third of the angels rebelled with him, yes, that's in Revelation that happens, but that doesn't mean he was one of the three archangels. That's just our way of thinking. (Rev.12:3,4.)

THE CHOSEN CHERUB, "THE ANOINTED CHERUB THAT COVERETH; & I have set thee so; thou wast upon the holy mountain of God: thou hast walked up & down in the midst of the stones of fire. Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast created till iniquity was found in thee." He was perfect till then. "By the multitude of thy merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with violence, & thou hast sinned: therefore I will cast thee as profane out of the mountain of God."

NOW WHAT IS THE LORD SAYING HERE? "I WILL CAST THEE OUT." If you think that Lucifer is locked out of Heaven, I suggest you go back & read the first Chapter of Job all over again, & then go read Revelation. Revelation isn't a history book, it's a prophecy book, & in there we find he'll get cast out. The Devil's walking here, this is his domain. He's our accuser, that's what Satan means, "accuser." He stands before the Throne of God constantly accusing us. I'll let you study this later, because I want to go on, but on & on it describes him.

THE MAIN THING I WANT TO POINT OUT IS HOW HE LOOKS. So in the sketch we drew for the artists for The Angel of Light, we drew him as the covering angel before God's Throne, covered with jewels. And when God's light shone through him it was like a prism, it changed the colors to where they come out, & colors are extremely important to the Devil. Everything he does is in colors, without them, nothing happens. It's like Jeane Dixon sees blue serpents, & we're going to go into that tonight.

ANYWAY, EARLIER TODAY I WAS TALKING ABOUT WHEN I'VE SEEN LUCIFER. I don't know why it's so astounding to Christians that somebody should see the Devil, but I suggest this to you: fight him really hard & I can guarantee he'll show up in your life. He'll pay you a visit & say hi!--No, I'm serious, I really am, it's not a joke. If you start fighting the Devil, if he doesn't show up—which is doubtful that he would—he will send somebody to imitate him & pay you a visit.

THE PASTOR & HIS WIFE WERE TELLING ME TONIGHT OF A VISIT THAT THEY'VE HAD. Will you confirm this visit, Pastor? Absolutely! It was a very spooky one, wasn't it, Sister? But because they did not fear, he had to leave. Now I want to say something to you very quickly while we're on the supernatural part of the Devil. The Devil can only interfere in a Christian's life through several things, he can only come in your home for this reason:

IF YOU FEAR HIM HE CAN COME IN BECAUSE YOU HAVE WORSHIPPED HIM, SO DON'T FEAR HIM! If you own something that belongs to him, such as the jewelry we described in Sunday School this morning; or such as books on the occult, or books on astrology which is the occult; or such as writings that are supposed to be best sellers, but come on people, they're loaded with stuff that Larry Flynt would love to put in his magazine!—Best sellers that are just descriptions for pornography books so Doubleday can make an extra buck!

AND THEN THERE ARE OTHER THINGS SUCH AS THINGS OR BELONGINGS THAT ACTUALITY WERE CREATED BY THE DEVIL SUCH AS ROCK MUSIC. Now I want to specify this, I am down on this because I am an ex-witch. Without it witches don't function. I dropped this out of my testimony this morning, I should have given it. One of the things that I was supposed to be was the head of this Brenner Enterprises in Texas which explains to the IRS why I was making all this money.

IT WAS A LOT OF MONEY & ONE OF THE COMPANIES I WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE OWNED WAS CALLED ZODIAC PRODUCTIONS.—The name gives it away. It was a booking agency in Texas; it's changed its name, but it's still the largest booking agency in the U.S. for Rock groups. It was the group that was originally responsible for bringing the Beatles to the U.S. I got to meet most of the groups.

THE BEATLES WERE ALREADY APART WHEN I WAS THERE, BUT I GOT TO MEET SEVERAL OF THEM OFF & ON, & I met almost all of the groups that were in existence then, & a lot that are in
existence now. I only found about this many (holds up a few fingers) that weren't occultists, that didn't confess when they were alone that their music came from "supernatural forces" as they would put it.

SO I WANT TO TELL THE TEENAGERS & THE PARENTS SOMETHING REAL QUICK BEFORE I GO ON: When witches do a book, they do a spell over the manuscript & they command demons which are under their authority to enter every manuscript that comes off the press, every copy of that book. So when you buy that book you get a little free gift, like when you open a little Cracker Jacks box & there's a little trinket in there. Well, you get a free demon, free of charge.

WELL, MOST OF THE ROCK GROUPS DO THE SAME THING, & I know. I've talked to one just recently--David Crosby of Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young that used to exist & is getting back together--& he told me this is why his records & others' records zoomed to the charts. Many people tell me they do this so their records will be best sellers, & you get free of charge your own private demon.

SO PARENTS, IF YOU'RE COMPROMISING WITH YOUR KIDS to keep them from running away from home, you are responsible for that article in the home because you're the head of the house. (Audience: Amen, preach it, Brother!) Now this is an ex-witch talkin' who knows about demons, so you better pay attention!!

MAYBE THAT'S WHY YOUR FINANCES ARE MESSED UP! Maybe that's why your kids & you are sick once in a while & you shouldn't be. The preacher asked me how much credit do I give the Devil for sickness? I said, "All of it, lock, stock & barrel!" Now let's go on or I'll be on that all night.

ANYWAY, I WANT TO GIVE YOU SOMETHING REAL QUICK: THERE ARE SEVEN PRINCIPALITIES IN THE DEVIL'S KINGDOM. The way it's set up, there's Satan & then there's Beelzebub. I know a lot of Christians thought that was another title for Satan, but that's his prince. That would have been his position to God, that would have been his chosen angel. Under that are the seven principalities, & under the principalities are the powers, & under the powers, billions of demons. I just praise the Lord that the pit's locked & that most of them are there. But there's still millions running around.

BUT ANYWAYS, THE SEVEN PRINCIPALITIES ARE AS FOLLOWS: REGE, WHICH IS THE PRINCIPALITY OF THE OCCULT & many things that are under the occult. And this is for the young people; witches know the difference between witchcraft & Sorcery. That's why I don't like the modern translations of the Bible, because they list witchcraft as Sorcery.

SORCERY IS THE USE OF CERTAIN DRUGS THAT ARE ACTUALLY OCCULT DRUGS. There's a difference. Timothy Leary, when he wrote his book on LSD said, "You're not hallucinating when you take acid. Acid is blocking the physical senses out so that you can see a supernatural World!"--And since God doesn't use LSD, that only leaves one supernatural World left! And most people that have been on LSD for a long time will tell you, "I wasn't hallucinating when I saw that!"

NOW THIS IS WHY WE ASK MANY PEOPLE IF THEY'VE BEEN IN THE OCCULT & IF THEY'VE SAID NO, THEN WE'LL STOP & SAY, "BUT YOU'VE BEEN ON ACID, or you've been on coke, or you've been on a strong form of hashish or you've been on speed!"--Something that's classified as a hallucinogenic. That's a sorcery drug. The word "sorcery" comes from the word that we receive "pharmacist" from meaning the dispenser of drugs. In this case, sorcery means the use of drugs for occult purposes. Now there's other things that are in this, of course, there's witchcraft & all this.

THE NEXT ONE IS LAZERS. I was going to put all of this on the board but I decided to go through it real quick so I can use the board for other things. Lazers is sexual lust, & that says it right there. You want to know all the things that are under Rege?--Everything that's in the 18th Chapter of Deuteronomy is under Rege.

ONE THING I USUALLY WARN CHRISTIANS ABOUT IS THIS CUTE LITTLE GAME GOING AROUND the Christian church that when a woman is pregnant with a child, somebody will get a button or a ring or a medallion of some type & swing it over their hand & say, "Let's see if you're going to have a girl or a boy."--That's called divination, fortune telling.
IF THAT WOMAN OR MAN THAT WAS DOING THAT CUTE LITTLE TRICK, THAT OLD WIVES TALE, were caught doing that in Israel, they'd take her out & stone him or her to death, & the person that was allowing it to be done! Today we're under grace, praise the Lord for that, or I wouldn't be here, but I'm telling you it's that serious! We could go into the demonic reasons for it, but you might gain troubles from it by allowing it to happen.

NEXT AFTER LAZERS, AFTER LUST, IS BACCHUS. I don't have the spelling on it, good luck. I'm sorry I didn't put everything on the board but I left my notes back in Ohio. Bacchus was even an old Roman god. A couple other of these principalities had gods named after them in different pagan countries during pagan times.

BACCHUS WAS THE ROMAN GOD OF WINE, IS PRETTY CLOSE TO WHAT HE WAS, & HE IS THE PRINCIPALITY OF ADDICTION. Now I've seen many people who shouldn't be doing deliverance because they don't know what they're doing, calling demons of nicotine out, demons of alcoholism, & the demon's standing there laughing at them because there's no such creature!

BUT THERE IS A DEMON OF ADDICTION, & THE REASON I SPECIFY THIS IS THAT HE DOESN'T CARE WHAT YOU FEED HIM, just as long as you're addicted to it. That can be food & caffeine as well as alcohol, cigarettes & drugs. Now food & caffeine are not bad except when you've got to have it & you use it as a solution to your problems.

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE A WOMAN IN A LIBERAL CHURCH, SHE HAD PROBLEMS & SHE DOESN'T GO TO THE LORD, SHE'LL GO TO HER LIQUOR CABINET & her pack of Marlboros--as she's hooked on both--or taking her prescribed barbiturates from the doctor. Now over in the Fundamental church this isn't allowed, except maybe the prescribed prescription from the doctor. And she'll go where? Does anybody know?

IF SHE HAS A LOT OF PROBLEMS, WHERE DOES SHE RUN TO IF SHE DOESN'T RUN TO THE LORD? What does she do if she gets nervous?--She eats! How many people get up in the morning & have got to have ... now I'm talking about having a cup of coffee to pop the ol' peepers up, "I gotta have my cup of coffee!--I'm gonna die if I don't have my cup of coffee!" Come on, you've seen it!! An 8-pack of Pepsi in three hours, 16 cans of Dr. Pepper a day! Come on!

YOU TALK ABOUT ALCOHOLICS, WE'VE GOT SOME CAFFEINE ADDICTS AROUND HERE! There's a difference between drinking it because you like it, & don't kid me!! It's like the guy putting the cigarette down & saying, "Oh well, I could quit any time, I just like to do it." "Yeah, I could quit drinking 26 cups of coffee a day, but I just enjoy coffee!"--Then go to Sanka!--If you can stand the withdrawals! Come on, you know what I mean! It's the same demon! He does not care.

TO GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE, I MENTIONED TEEN CHALLENGE TODAY. Teen Challenge will not accept anybody from the occult because they don't cast out demons & they can't handle them.--That's why they don't get much success with drugs anymore because since Dave Wilkerson got rid of exorcism, Teen Challenge dropped out of it, they don't do deliverance. So therefore the people come in, they get them off of cigarettes, they get them off of drugs, but they come out weighing 200 or 300 pounds & 26 cups of coffee a day & they've got the same demons!

THEY'RE FEEDING THE SAME DEMONS BUT THEY'RE GIVING THEM A NEW DIET! Can somebody tell me, amen? You understand what I'm trying to say? Oh, you understand? OK! Next after that is Pan. If you know Shakespeare, Pan says, "What fools these mortals be"--it kind of gives him away.

PAN IS THE PRINCIPALITY OF THE MIND. THIS IS THE DEVIL'S FAVORITE PLAYGROUND. When you say sanctify the spirit, soul & body, this is the soul, the mind. Now, to give you an example, we run into Pan more than any other demon. Now we don't use names, but I'm giving you the names anyway, we just use categories in deliverance.

WE RUN INTO HIM BECAUSE OF THE DEMON OF REJECTION THAT HE IS OVER. And this is the base for everybody that has sexual problems, & the base where everybody has drug problems, & the base for everybody that has occult problems. Because they pick this demon up when they're a child, sometimes before they're even born, & they carry this thing that opens them up to other demons,
trying to feed & fulfill the demon that's driving them from within. If you've ever seen a person with the spirit of rejection you'll know what I mean.

AND HE'S ALSO OVER NEURALGIA, DEPRESSION, SUICIDE, SCHIZOPHRENIA, PARANOIA, ALL THE MENTAL ILLNESSES. This is why people with rejection problems have deep depression, they try & kill themselves, they're nervous all the time, they all tie together, people! The next one after it is Set, & this will answer the Pastor's question he had about sickness.

SET IS THE PRINCIPALITY OF DEATH. He was the Egyptian god of the underworld, the same thing. Set is over all sicknesses, in fact there're 39 major illnesses--that's what the physicians say today--& the occult credits him with 39 powers, 39 little sub-groups. And it's interesting that it's believed that Christ took 39 stripes for our healing. (Ed: Amen!)

HOW MANY HAVE I GOT NOW? FIVE? I KNOW WHAT THE 7TH IS BUT I WANT TO LEAVE IT TILL THE 7TH. Okay, I've got Lazers, Rege, Bacchus, Set, Pan. I can't think of what the other one is. I'm trying to think of the category that's missing. Sheila, help! We don't have our notes with us! I'm gonna skip it, I'll come back to it.

THE SEVENTH ONE DOES NOT HAVE A NAME BECAUSE WITCHES DON'T USE IT. You see, witches will call these others up & will send them out or have them command demons to go out. They don't use this one. They call it a Christian principality. Remember I said earlier this morning there's no such thing as an undedicated witch; I had to get saved before I found undedicated people in religion! Now this is the reason why:

IT'S CALLED THE PRINCIPALITY OF CONTENTMENT. You come to church, you might even come to Sunday nights, & if you're good you might even show up at prayer meeting on Wednesday, but that's if you have a few problems during the week & you need a religious fix. Come on, People, this is the reason. This is why churches don't grow, they don't have bus programs, they don't grow, they don't go out & canvas.

THAT'S WHY WHEN YOU COME TOGETHER FOR A WITNESSING NIGHT, YOU MIGHT GET 8 PEOPLE OUT OF 300 TO SHOW UP, because of this. I've walked into churches like that Calvary Chapel down in Costa Mesa with 3,000 young people.--You come back three months later & you've got 3,000 different young people! That's because they either backslid or went to a Bible-believing church so they could grow!

YOU CAN FEEL THE POWER, THE PRINCIPALITY IN THE AIR OF CONTENTMENT. When you walk through the door, you can suffocate!--That is if you came out of what I came out of & you know what they feel like. Anyway, I'm still trying to think of the last one. Oh boy, I'll probably remember it when the service is over. OK, let's go on to the physical kingdom.

OH, SOMEBODY ASKED ME EARLIER TODAY WHEN I WAS IN SUNDAY SCHOOL DESCRIBING LUCIFER--he must not want this to come out--about when he appeared. He did appear physical, & this might shock a few people. I've seen him sit down at tables at meals. I've seen him even have sexual relationships with women at witchcraft meetings, at higher meetings. In fact, the girl that took my place whose witch name is Regina, it means "the bride of Lucifer." Now the witches believe it too!

HE APPEARED ABOUT SEVEN FEET TALL, USUALLY CLOTHED IN DEEP PURPLE.--Sometimes clothed in red, sometimes clothed in gold--purple & gold. The only time I've seen him clothed in anything else was about six hours after I got saved. He showed up as Satan--that was a shock--& he was clothed in black, but he still appeared the same. About seven feet tall, & I'd have to say not just handsome, but beautiful.

JET BLACK HAIR, SNOW WHITE SKIN, & THE COLOR OF HIS EYES, INSTEAD OF BLUE, BROWN OR WHATEVER, WERE A DEEP VIOLET, almost deep purple. And when you looked in them, it was like looking down into the Grand Canyon. It's just bottomless, this power! And believe me, if he ever appeared to you, you'd know you were in his presence.

NOW I WANT TO GO ON TO THE PHYSICAL KINGDOM, THE ILLUMINATI. For those of you who were maybe not around this morning, the Illuminati means "The Light Bearers." Call it Great
Conspiracy, call it what it's called today, "Moriah," which means "The Conquering Wind"; call it the CFR, which is its political name to this country; call it anything you want to call it, it's still the Illuminati, & I want to give some quick history about the Illuminati here. (Ed: Mt. Moriah, Jewish Temple, location of the AC Image!)

IT'S OFFICIAL BIRTHDAY IS MAY 1, 1776--RECOGNIZE THE YEAR, PEOPLE? That's its official birthday. It existed about five to six years before, but that's its official birth date. May 1st you have, the Communists have it, but all these countries that have ties with the Illuminati, May 1st is the most holiest day because it is Beltane to the witches, & Beltane is New Years Day, & all things begin on Beltane.

IT'S THE DAY THAT LUCIFER COMES BACK FROM THE UNDERWORLD & DWELLS IN THE SKIES ABOVE, ACCORDING TO THE WITCHES. Now I don't believe that doctrine now, but that's the doctrine we believed then. They spent between Halloween & Beltane under the Earth & came back in the summer months. That's how come the seasons change & all that good stuff. In other words, witchcraft is paganism.. All the witches call themselves pagans because they believe in the old pagan religions, which means "pre-Christian religion".

NOW, THIS IS THE STRUCTURE. The reason I've left the other blocks out, there's actually three pyramids, each one bigger than the next, but this is on all of them, the Capstone. Now I want to explain the Illuminati with these pyramids so there's so confusion.

THE FIRST PYRAMID IS "ORGANIZATION," not financial, not political, Organization. You'll find the Masons here, that's one of the originals. You'll find the Grand Lodges of the Orient, which is where the Illuminati started. You'll find the Scottish Rites, the York Rites, the Oddfellows, the Jaycees--any organization that is secret, that has an inner group besides the outer group, you will find there, as long as it's not directly occultism.

THE NATURES ARE IN DOCTRINE, & MOST MEMBERS DON'T KNOW THAT THE WITCHES BELIEVE & DO THE SAME THINGS THAT THEY DO. In fact, I think the Masons would be shocked to look at a drawing, a blueprint of the Golden Dawn Temple--which is the Rothschild's private coven in London--& see that all Mason's temples are based upon that blueprint. They would be shocked to read that the Rothschilds do the same rites that the Masons do. You might tell a few Masons that, I may have just told a few of them that!

UP HERE YOU'LL ALSO FIND B'NAI B'RITH, A VERY, VERY, POWERFUL ILLUMINATI ORGANIZATION. They couldn't be doing what they're doing today without B'nai B'rith. You'll find the American Civil Liberties Union, you'll also find a new one that was created off of it by the man that is actually the brains of the Illuminati today, Isaac Bonovitz. (Ed: B'nai B'rith: Jewish laymen's organization. Encarta 98 says that it is the world's largest Jewish organization, has a membership of about 500,000 in 51 countries.)

WHAT MR. BONOVITZ CREATED IS CALLED THE AQUARIAN ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE. You may not feel it much out on the East Coast yet, but out on the West Coast the Christians have already felt it. It's won Federal suit after Federal suit of any Christian church touching witchcraft, of any Christian church taking the occult on.--And that's exactly what it is, it's the anti-defamation league to the Occult. (Ed: The Anti-Defamation League is a militant Jewish organization which also attacks anyone who criticizes the Jews or Israel, accusing them of "anti-Semitism.")

AT THE TOP OF EVERY PYRAMID YOU WILL FIND 500--THE 500 IS THE WORLD BANKING SYSTEM. It's a counsel of the 500 richest people in the World, & it's been in existence for hundreds of years. Some of the people on it today are David Rockefeller, Nelson Rockefeller, Phillip & Edward Rothschild--in fact all the Rothschilds; Queen Juliana & her husband. All the delegates from the Arab countries that own all your oil that doesn't exist ... Hmmm.

THE NEXT IS THE COUNCIL OF 33, THE 33 HIGHEST MASONS IN THE WORLD. After that is the Council of 13, the Grand Druid Council, this is what I sat on. After that there's a Capstone, the Rothschild's Tribunal--Edward, Phillip & Richard are the ones that are sitting up on the Rothschild's Tribunal now. It's believed that Richard is the third one, in other words, we aren't sure who the third one is. In it is the leader of the Illuminati: the all-seeing eye, Lucifer!
NOW HAVE ANY OF YOU BEEN NOTICING THE NEWS LATELY & they'll be talking about the stock market or the deflation of the dollar or something, & they'll show this pyramid & capstone from the back of the dollar bill? Have you been noticing the eye on it lately? The whole thing will be green & they'll make the eye blue with a big glare coming out of it, & the eye's twice as big as it normally is!

BECAUSE THE T.V. USES WITCHCRAFT SYMBOLS. Now see, you don't know witch language. They have their own witch language, symbols that you see everyday throughout the World that witches understand. They put these symbols on their store names. They create their store names, because the witch language & witch symbols are for witches who are going by there. witches know who owns them, they know the Illuminati owns them.

I GUARANTEE, PEOPLE, THAT YOU PROBABLY SHOP WITH SATAN. You probably shop at ten stores including the gas situation, grocery store, department store & so on, & nine of them probably belong to the Illuminati. To give you an example, Federal Department Stores is the biggest department store chain in the World. One of their leading members, Lazarus, is the biggest stockholder. They own Gold Circle, they own K-Mart which is Kresge's, they own Lazarus, they own Federal Department Stores, I know a bunch of them in Baltimore, I forget all of them.

THEY OWN THEM THROUGHOUT THE U.S. I think Penny's is about the only one that they don't own. Sears belongs to the Illuminati, Montgomery Wards belongs to Mobile Oil which belongs to the Illuminati. There isn't one oil company that you can buy your gasoline at today that's not owned 100% by Illuminati stockholders. Shell was the last to go when they went down. Interesting that that's one of the things that's bringing us to our knees.

NOW I WANT TO GIVE SOME THINGS THAT ARE GONNA HAPPEN. I invite you to go home & research the 24th Chapter of Matthew if you are of the opinion that you are going to be raptured out of here without anything at all happening to you. Pastor, for their benefit, do you agree with this? (Pastor: Yes, I believe that a lot's going to happen before it.) It's going to get a lot worse.

NOW I WANT TO SAY THAT I BELIEVE IN THE RAPTURE & I BELIEVE IN THE TRIBULATION & I believe that hundreds of thousands of Christians are going to die within a few years.--Because they didn't read the Word of God which warned us in advance that it was going to be the way it is going to be, & they listened to preachers that told them & patted them on the back. Are you familiar with Jeremiah?--If not, I invite you to read it.

JEREMIAH STOOD UP AS A PROPHET OF GOD & WARNED THE CITY TIME & TIME AGAIN UNTIL DESTRUCTION WAS UPON THEM, & they threw him in a pit because the rest of the prophets of the temple stood up & said, "No, it's all going to be all right. It ain't gonna come because God's gonna save us!"—But God didn't say it. He said, "I'm gonna tear this city apart!"

NOW IN THE 24TH CHAPTER OF MATTHEW HE SAID THAT THE TIME WAS COMING--NOW THIS IS JESUS' OWN WORDS--the time was coming that would be so bad that you wouldn't be able to stop & go back in your house & pick up a coat! He even said pray that when you run--that's exactly what it said, flee, run as fast as you can, flee--& pray that it doesn't happen in the Wintertime. Wow, would people run, & what did I say, I'd be spinnin' my tracks!

EUROPE HAS ALREADY BEEN PREPARED FOR THIS FOR YEARS, & across the U.S. people are waking up that are Christians & are preparing for a space of time. I believe it's going to be kind of short because it's gonna be so bad that it couldn't be long, nobody would live if it was long. It's gonna be short but to the point.

NOW A PLAN OF WORLD RULE WILL NEVER TAKE EFFECT IF YOU ARE INDEPENDENT OF THAT WORLD RULE. The only reason that the "mark of the beast"—that's what many Christians call it, or a tag of being one of the group that's buying & selling & so on—the only reason that would work is if you had to buy. If you don't have to buy, what good will it do you?

EVERYTHING SINCE JIMMY CARTER GOT IN THAT HE HAS DONE HAS BEEN TO SET IT UP SO YOU WILL NOT BE INDEPENDENT OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT or any government that will exist later. You must function within them for every bite of food & every drop of gasoline, is the major
plan. And that's why--it's what's hit them back--it hasn't come into effect yet. In fact the Gun Law, which was one of the most important steps, was to have been in a year ago. That's the only measure that they're behind on.

I MET A MAN FROM THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION (NRA) that without them being Christians I sure can appreciate some of the things they've done that I've seen from behind the scenes. Martin Legues was Jimmy Carter's campaign manager who is the head of the National Gun Control Center in Atlanta, Georgia, which is the organization whose purpose it is to take every hand gun, every rifle, every shotgun out of every home in the U.S.

NOW THIS MAY NOT SEEM VERY IMPORTANT, & I AM AMAZED AT HOW MANY CHRISTIANS SEEM TO THINK THAT BEING A CHRISTIAN MEANS THAT YOU SHOULD BE AGAINST GUNS. How many of you think that, seriously?--That if you're a Christian you should be against guns, that guns are evil? I've got news for you: the Illuminati is so scared of every private-owned gun that it's unbelievable! It's the only threat to them.

THE ONLY THREAT TO THEM RIGHT NOW OF THEIR PLANS IS YOUR PRIVATELY-OWNED GUNS. Now I asked the Pastor if I could just throw in these things, & I have, & I'm going to give them to you, & if you were afraid this morning, I pray that you won't get afraid now! Lord help them.

THAT TIMETABLE THAT I SAW SAID WHEN CHARLES MANSON IS RELEASED THAT WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF HIS RELEASE THEY WERE TO START "HELTER SKELTER." I've got a feeling I'm gonna get back on rock music now. The Beatles are classified in the occult world as the four major prophets. That's right, there's more to the Beatles than meets the eye. Their White Double Album ... now this'll mean nothing to a lot of you, & a lot to the young people. Their White Double Album is considered to be the Book of Revelation to witches. That's right. That & a book called Atlas Shrugs.

NOW IT IS A SONG CALLED "HELTER SKELTER." You should listen to that song, I used to have a lot of drug friends get together & say, "I wonder what that means?"--Witches knew what it meant, it was part of witch language. It meant a time when the pit would be opened & the demons would be set free & the World would become insane in less than a 24-hour period & they'd be killing everybody--their next door neighbors, their kids, their wife, everything! The World would just completely go mass insane overnight.

NOW MANSON IS NOT JUST A MASS MURDERER THAT GOT SENT TO JAIL. Take my word for it, if you don't take anything else, please take my word for it. Manson would have never gone to jail had he not been told that that was where he was supposed to go. If the Illuminati wouldn't have wanted to keep him out, he would've never gone to jail. They need him, so they let him get convicted.

MANSON WENT TO JAIL BECAUSE IN THE SEVEN YEARS THAT HE'S BEEN IN HE HAS ORGANIZED FROM HIS JAIL CELL EVERY PRISON ACROSS THE U.S. Now we've talked to prison officials, & prisoners walk around in prisons saluting each other & say, "Helter Skelter's our salvation! Pray Helter Skelter will come! Helter Skelter will release us!" They're waiting for a time when the World will go completely insane & they'll flood out of the prisons & they firmly believe--it's not going to happen but they firmly believe it--that they will take over this country.

NOW, FROM TALKING TO BIKERS--BIKERS MEANING PEOPLE THAT BELONG TO ILLEGAL MOTORCYCLE CLUBS LIKE THE HELLS ANGELS, the Outlaws, the Pagans & so on--they have stopped fighting amongst themselves, people. They have stopped killing each other anymore. You could get in a Bike War & 200 people could lay dead in the street in no time at all. You never heard about it because they got rid of all the bodies & got rid of all the guns & so on. But Bike Wars went on like this all the time out in the country.

THEM STOPPED FIGHTING, THEY DON'T BLOW UP EACH OTHER'S CLUB HOUSES ANYMORE, they don't shoot each other's wives & this type of thing, they've quit fighting. They've won, they're brothers for the first time, & their leader is Manson. He did this to the Hells Angels when he was in prison there, that's why he's still there. He'll be out.

THEM HAVEN'T LET HIM OUT YET BECAUSE THEY'RE NOT READY FOR HIM. The moment they get the gun controls measures down & another law called the Anti-Hoarding act, which will be coming
up next year which will say you'll go to Federal Penitentiary if you stockpile food, if you stockpile ammunition & guns, if you stockpile medical supplies, if you stockpile gasoline, you're gonna go to jail if they find out about it.

YOU SEE THE FARMER'S STRIKE & THESE ACCIDENTAL GRAIN FIRES THAT WE'VE BEEN HAVING LATELY? People, come on, four of them?! There was one I heard on the news last night driving into Des Moines, several of the largest grain dealers around up in smoke! If you want to believe that, you go ahead & believe it, I believe it's set. They're cutting the food down.

YOU DON'T FEEL IT YET, BUT WAIT TILL YOU GO TO THE STORE & TRY & BUY A HEAD OF LETTUCE & THERE'S NO LETTUCE. That farmer's strike is really good for the farmers & I'm glad the farmers want to get some more money, but the Illuminati always uses people, & the people who started that farmer's strike were the closest friends of Jimmy Carter in Georgia. His own sister is one of the leaders of it, not Ruth, the other one.

IT'S SO YOU WILL HAVE TO DEPEND UPON THE GOVERNMENT'S SURPLUS FOOD TO EAT, & you're not going to get it without a Government Card. We'll talk about that cared in a minute, in fact we'll talk about it now. Anybody here recently within the last three years been in Europe, travelling through the Holy Land or anything, anybody? Shucks. This is the reason I asked you that.

HOW MANY OF YOU KNOW ABOUT THE TEN TOES OF DANIEL, THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE? The iron was still there, it was only mixed with clay. Now, when the Common Market was first formed there were ten, & Norway dropped out. The reason, Norway was not part of the original Roman Empire, & God's Word said it had to be part. About three months ago Greece said, "We will join you!"--they were the missing country.

NOW WHEN YOU GO OVER THERE & YOU BUY SOMETHING, LIKE SHOES MADE IN ITALY OR CLOTHING THAT'S MADE BY THE EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET, there's a good 85% chance that you'll see this emblem on it. Anybody know what it is?--666, called the three-tailed comet. Now this same mark appears in more places. If you look back, when Richard Nixon was in, our country decided it was going to buy a lot of World currency to be distributed in 1980 or thereabouts.

SINCE THEN THEY'VE DECIDED IT'S BETTER TO GO TO A CREDIT CARD. In other words, paperless money & so on, where you never handle the money. But when it was bought, this was on all the World common currency. Besides that, Jimmy Carter has decided that every red-blooded American who is really a red-blooded American, & I'm blood red, I'm an American, will own a security card to prove they're an honest American.

NOW, HOW MANY OF YOU HAVE BEEN IN A NEW DEPARTMENT STORE & HAVE SEEN THE FANCY CASH REGISTERS THAT ARE ACTUALLY COMPUTER BANKS? There's a slot that they run cards through. They've even done it with the phones now where you can call by running a card through, a credit card. The reason is that you're going to have to have this magnetic security card, & this is on it. It's on it, People, pay attention, it's on it! If you get Revelations, you get the meaning.

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO BUY, you're not going to pay another payment on your home, on your car, you're not going to get any gasoline in your car, you're not going to get the Pampers for your baby, you're not going to get any bread & milk & hamburger at the store, you're not going to run down to Ponderosa or whatever they've got on the East Coast & buy a steak. It's gonna cease!

AND THE U.S. HAS GOT A BAD PROBLEM, IT'S CALLED "THE CORNER STORE COMPLEX." You know, at 10 o'clock at night you run down to the corner store & pick up a 6-pack of Pepsi--I hope it's Pepsi & not Coors! Come on, when there's the least little thing that we want, we run down & get it. What happens when you're not allowed to buy gasoline but you've got this card?--You say, "Well, I'll take the card, but when they tell me I have to have a tattoo, I'll quit it." Huh!

IF YOU TAKE THE CARD, YOU'VE DONE TAKEN IT! That's all you need. People, pay attention to me! This card is scheduled to come out in a year-&-a-half, & the computer bank is already set for it in Dallas.
THE NICKNAME OF THE TALKING COMPUTER IN DALLAS IS NICKNAMED AFTER ITS BROTHER COMPUTER IN AMSTERDAM, "THE BEAST." We talked to member of the National Guard in California & they've changed their patch. He told me that in less than a year, Carter will have every National Guard in every State wearing this patch, & they're all hooked into the security computer called "the Beast." We're being set up.

NOW WHEN MANSON GETS OUT & "HELTER SKELTER" STARTS, IN THE FIRST YEAR, ONE MILLIONS U.S. CITIZENS ARE MARKED FOR DEATH. Now my question is, are you going to be one of them? Are you going to stay around & be one of them? I'm not going to be one of them. I've been running around for five years with people shooting at me, I've become an expert at it! Now listen to me, I've told your Pastor what to do, Pastor Berry, Dr. Rasmussen & others across the country, this isn't just John Todd, I'm doing something about it. Joe Boyd has been doing something about it for 20 years.

WHAT YOU BETTER START DOING ABOUT IT, PEOPLE, IS YOU BETTER START PUTTING A LITTLE FOOD BACK FOR YOUR FAMILY. I invite you to do a little experiment. Go home tonight & tomorrow get out a paper & pencil, housewives, & take all the food out of your refrigerator & your freezer & your cabinets & add it up in meals. I don't mean survival meals, I mean meals that you can work off for every member of your family.

FIND OUT HOW MUCH FOOD, IF YOU COULDN'T GET ANY TOMORROW, YOU WOULD HAVE IN YOUR HOME. Well, you're going to get a little bit of a warning because the Illuminati is going to try something. They're gonna try several little practices first. There's a huge Teamster's strike coming that's going to cut the food going into the cities. I don't mean a strike that's going to last a few days, I mean nothing is going to move!

NOTHING IS GOING TO MOVE, THE RAILWAYS ARE GOING TO GO ON STRIKE AT THE SAME TIME & SO ARE SPECIFIC AIRLINES. The Longshoremen are going to go on strike so nothing comes off the ships. In other words, nothing is going to move. Now you ought to go off to your grocery store, because if this happens, how soon would you die on your feet? Most cities will tell you within two weeks everybody would be starving. That's all the food there is in their storehouses.

THERE WAS A BOOK RELEASED 12 YEARS AGO CALLED ATLAS SHRUGS. It was a novel, supposedly, written by one of Phillip Rothschild's girlfriends at his instructions. It is a coded book for witches that tells how they are to gain control of the World. In this book there is sort of a parable about New York City, New York City is more or less the World.

THEY CLOSE BY SAYING, "WE HAVE WON WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT IN NEW YORK CITY!"--& I don't mean the power failure, people, either. They'll shut down all the trucks leaving, all the ships coming in, they'll shut all the planes coming down. When everything was shut down, then the lights went out for good.

WHEN THE BOOK WAS DONE, THE READER OF THE BOOK TAKES HIS HAND & LIFTS IT UP & DRAWS THE DOLLAR SIGN IN THE AIR. I'm going to draw this familiar sign of the dollar. It's a witchcraft symbol that means "to control & to scourge." It's 8,000 years old, people, & it was never of the dollar sign until we thought it was the dollar sign. Isaac Bonovitz says that "through this symbol we will now rule & control the World." & the book ends.

NOW IN THE BOOK, ALL THE WAY THROUGH, BUSINESSMEN THAT BELONG TO THESE ORGANIZATIONS PURPOSELY BANKRUPT OR DESTROY THEIR BUSINESSES so there aren't any businesses, & they drive the others out of business. And all the way through they use the battle plan called "the presence from below & the presence from above." Anybody that's studied Communism knows the same plan. That means the Devil must destroy all the regulations, & the bankers do it this way, & guess who's in the middle, people?--Us! That's what's coming.

NOW I'M GOING TO TURN IT OVER FOR QUESTIONS & ANSWERS, & I hope you've got a few. If I've got them I'll give you the answers. But if I don't have them, I may not give you the answer you want but I'll give you the facts. So if you have a question, you better ask it.
(QUESTION: ARE THERE ANY CHRISTIAN BOOKS THAT ARE FACTUAL ON WITCHCRAFT?) I'm sorry to say there are no Christian books that are factual on witchcraft, except The Broken Cross & The Angel of Light. There are no others. The reason I've never written a book is because all the major Christian companies wanted to rewrite the book, & it would end up 50% untrue.

THAT'S WHAT MIKE WARSEE SAID, HE SAID HE DIDN'T WRITE HIS OWN BOOK, LOGOS WROTE IT FOR HIM. He said, "Now John, you know it didn't happen that way." I said, "Well why did you put your name to it then?" Well, there's no books on it. The only books that I've seen are witch books, & if you buy them, you're in trouble!

(Dialogue Ends)

End
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